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Analog photonic links are of great importance in future high data-rate 

telecommunications. However, their performance has been limited by the nonlinearities 

arising from the link components, such as lasers, optical fibers, modulators, optical 

amplifiers, and photodetectors. In this dissertation, the nonlinearities of these 

components, and corresponding linearization techniques are discussed and investigated.  

First, an arcsine-predistortion technique is used in a dual-electrode Mach-

Zehnder modulator (DE-MZM) to demonstrate a link with suppressed third-order 

intermodulation distortion (IMD3). As examples, telecommunications industry standard 

5 MHz and 20 MHz Long-term Evolution (LTE) signals are digitally predistorted and 

delivered by the DE-MZM link. The recovered radio frequency (RF) signal on the 

photodetector maintains high fidelity compared to the original signal, as quantified in 

terms of adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR). Later, this arcsine-predistortion 

technique is implemented in a photonic transceiver based on tunable optical paired 

sources (TOPS) and single sideband (SSB) modulation. LTE signals are recovered with 

high fidelity at a carrier frequency up to 17 GHz. 

Besides digital predistortion, optically coherent and incoherent modulator 

linearization techniques are also investigated. Two optically incoherent modulator 

linearization techniques are proposed: dual-wavelength linearization and dual-

polarization linearization. 

 In the dual-wavelength linearization approach, two lasers are used to drive two 

parallel MZMs. A primary MZM is used to deliver data while a secondary MZM is used 
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to cancel the IMD3 generated by the primary MZM. The overall IMD3 can be fully 

suppressed by tuning RF/optical power ratio and maintaining 180-degree phase between 

the two parallel MZMs. LTE signals of various bandwidths are delivered using this link. 

Compared to a conventional single-MZM link, ACLR is improved by 9-19 dB in this 

linearized link for LTE signals with 10-97 MHz bandwidth at the cost of 2 dB power 

penalty. 

In the dual-polarization approach, a single laser is used to drive two parallel 

MZMs while the two outputs are orthogonally coupled into a polarization-maintaining 

fiber with the help of a polarization beam combiner (PBC). Similar to the two-

wavelength linearization technique, the IMD3 can be fully suppressed by controlling 

RF/optical power ratio and maintaining 180-degree phase between the two parallel 

MZMs. Using a standard two-tone test method, the link is characterized in terms of 

conventional key link performance parameters, namely gain, noise figure, third-order 

output intercept point (OIP3), and spur-free dynamic range (SFDR), and compared to a 

conventional photonic link based on intensity-modulation direct-detection (IMDD). 

Again, LTE signals with 10-97 MHz bandwidth are tested, where 11.8~19.6 dB ACLR 

improvement is achieved at the cost of 2 dB power penalty. While the performance 

results are comparable to the dual-wavelength approach, this technology uses only 

single laser and is thus, easier to implement. 

In addition to those modulator linearization techniques, various approaches to 

measure the photodetector nonlinearity are discussed, including a preferred three-tone 

test scheme using external modulation. The proposed three-tone system is analyzed and 

simulated, and the predicted IMD3 levels generated by two-tone mixing and three-tone 

mixing are compared. A three-tone photodetector nonlinearity measurement setup 



 xviii 

capable of measuring OIP3 up to 20 GHz is built and tested. Lastly, the dependence of 

photodetector OIP3 on photocurrent, frequency, and bias voltage is investigated. 



 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews the development of analog photonic links and discusses 

their nonlinear distortions attributed to the laser, modulator, fiber, optical amplifier, and 

photodetector. In addition, the nonlinearity considerations pertinent to 

telecommunications (e.g., adjacent channel leakage ratio) are introduced. Lastly, the 

scope, contributions, and innovations of this dissertation are summarized.  

1.1 Analog photonic link 

The term ‘photonics’ has become increasingly popular ever since the first laser 

was constructed by Theodore H. Maiman in 1960. Photonics deals with the generation, 

manipulation, and detection of photons, and has a wide range of applications in 

telecommunications, computing, space, and defense, such as radio over fiber [1], light 

fidelity (Li-Fi) [2], photonic signal processing [3], silicon photonics [4], and photonic 

phased arrays [5]. 

Microwave photonics, which deals with wavelengths from one millimeter to one 

meter, corresponding to frequencies from 300 MHz to 300 GHz, has been researched 

extensively over the last fifty years [6]. The focus of microwave photonics is the 

generation, processing, distribution, and detection of microwave RF signals using 

photonic technologies. Among various applications of microwave photonics, analog 

photonic links stand out as some of the most important approaches to meeting the high 

data-rate demands arising in the telecommunications industry. 
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 Analog photonic links are used to deliver an RF signal via optical fibers, which 

include modulation, processing, distribution, and demodulation of optical signals. A 

typical analog photonic link is shown in Figure 1.1, where light is generated by a laser, 

modulated by an RF input signal using an electro-optic modulator, transmitted by 

optical fibers, (optionally) amplified by an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and 

demodulated by a photodetector. The output of the photodetector is usually attached to 

a transimpedance amplifier to convert the current signal to voltage signal, which can 

then be used for further (electrical) signal transmission or data recovery. 

 

Figure 1.1: A typical analog photonic link using a Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

The analog photonic link is an attractive method for the delivery of RF signals 

from a central location to base stations because optical fibers offer incomparable 

bandwidth and ultra-low propagation loss. The radio-over-fiber concept was introduced 

as soon as optical fibers were invented in the 1970s. With the development of the 

internet and cellular communications, the bandwidth requirement of data transmission 

has increased dramatically, and optical fibers have thus become one of the best 

candidates to meet this demand. The data rate of radio-over-fiber links now exceeds 100 

Gb/s with the help of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology [7]–[9]. 
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1.2 Nonlinearity in analog photonic links 

Although analog photonic links have advantages such as low loss, reduced cost, 

and immunity to electronic interference, their nonlinear performance has limited the 

increase of data rates. Such nonlinear distortions are mainly caused by the modulation 

and amplification process, i.e., electric-to-optical (EO) modulation in the modulator or 

laser, optical-to-electric (OE) demodulation in the photodetector, and amplification in 

the optical amplifier. In addition, nonlinear distortions also arise from the thermal drift 

of the laser and the dispersion of the fiber. Much work has been done to improve the 

linearity of those nonlinear components, using spurious free dynamic range (SFDR), 

third-order intercept point (OIP3), and adjacent channel leakage/power ratio 

(ACLR/ACPR) as the figures of merit. In the following sections, a brief analysis of 

nonlinearities from the laser, EO modulator, fiber, EDFA, and photodetector is covered, 

while a handful of linearization techniques are discussed. 

1.2.1 Laser 

In analog photonic links, the laser first generates the optical carrier which can 

be modulated either directly by the laser’s current, or externally by an electro-optic 

modulator. Direct laser modulation is frequently used because of its low cost and system 

simplicity. However, the transfer function of direct laser modulation is nonlinear and 

causes signal distortion. In addition, thermal drift in the laser, which leads to power and 

wavelength drift, adds complexity to its nonlinear behavior. In this section, those 

nonlinear effects are discussed and summarized.  

Of the several types of lasers, such as gas lasers, liquid lasers, and solid-state 

lasers, semiconductor lasers are the best fit for the analog photonic link. Unlike the other 
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laser types, semiconductor lasers offer ease of integration, design simplicity, low power 

consumption, low cost, and tunability.  

1.2.1.1 Nonlinearity in directly modulated lasers 

Semiconductor lasers offer the ability to directly modulate RF signals into 

optical signals using the laser’s drive current, which has the advantage of lower cost and 

reduced system complexity compared to an externally modulated link. There are 

generally four types of semiconductor lasers: Fabry-Perot (FP) laser, Vertical Cavity 

Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL), Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser, and Distributed 

Reflector (DBR) laser. The FP laser is generally used for modulation bandwidth of 

several gigahertz, the VCSEL is used for a modulation data rate up to tens of Gbps, and 

DFB lasers are used for long-haul applications with a modulation bandwidth up to about 

20 GHz [10]. Recently, modulation bandwidth up to 55 GHz has been reported, which 

used direct modulation in a short-cavity DBR laser [11].  

Although semiconductor lasers have the above-mentioned advantages, their 

optical output wavelength is affected by temperature. As a result, temperature 

controllers must be used to maintain the laser junction temperature in order to achieve 

a stable output. The laser wavelength instability contributes to laser distortion. The laser 

output power also drifts over a period of time, adding amplitude distortion to the output.  

A typical current-to-optical transfer function of a semiconductor laser used in 

intensity modulation is illustrated in Figure 1.2. In between the threshold and saturation 

drive currents, there is a linear region. Ideally, it is this region that is used to modulate 

the RF signal superimposed on a bias current. The bias current should be selected at the 

middle of the linear region to enable a maximum modulation range. However, the linear 

region can be distorted by the laser’s relaxation resonance, especially in a frequency-
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modulated laser [12]. A resonance-like peak of the output power occurs when the laser 

operates at the relaxation resonance frequency, which also puts a limit on the frequency 

bandwidth of direct laser modulation. In addition, several other mechanisms can add 

signal distortions in the linear region, such as spontaneous emission, spatial hole 

burning, carrier diffusion, spectral hole burning, and nonlinear (two-photon) absorption 

[13]. The frequency oscillation of the optical carrier causes an undesirable frequency 

chirp [14], which is not desired in most applications.  

 

Figure 1.2: Transfer function of a direct-modulated semiconductor lasers using 

intensity modulation. The blue line represents an ideal linear region while 

the red dashed curve illustrates the nonlinearities introduced by 

mechanisms discussed in the text. 
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1.2.1.2 Thermal drift 

It is widely known that the wavelength and output power of a semiconductor 

laser drift over time, which is mainly caused by the change of junction temperature, i.e., 

thermal drift. Thermal drift is critical in wavelength sensitive applications, such as dense 

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) or photonic receivers. As wavelength of 

the laser is determined by temperature at the active layer, various temperature control 

techniques can be employed to resolve this issue [15]–[20]. 

In a single-wavelength application, long-term wavelength drift is the main 

concern. The simplest approach to stabilize the wavelength is to warm up the laser 

before use over a period of several minutes or hours [21]. However, the warm-up 

process is very basic and can only stabilize the wavelength for a short period of time, 

because it is expected that ambient conditions fluctuate and change the equilibrium 

operating conditions after warm-up. When a stable wavelength is required in long-term 

applications, the laser wavelength must be adjusted continuously with the help of a 

feedback control loop, where the junction temperature or output wavelength is 

monitored. There are two general methods to stabilize the laser wavelength: by tuning 

the temperature control unit or by adjusting the laser drive current. As shown in Figure 

1.3, a thermo-electric cooler (TEC) is used as the temperature control unit, where a 

thermo-electric device is used as a ‘thermal pump’ to transfer heat from one side to the 

other. Whenever there is a difference between the measured temperature and set 

temperature, heat pumping is adjusted. The switching time of TEC-controlled laser is 

limited to tens of milliseconds because of the large heat resistance at the thermal 

interface and the heat capacity of the device. 
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Figure 1.3: A thermo-electric cooler in a feedback control loop used to stabilize 

junction temperature of the laser. 

In multi-wavelength applications such as DWDM, a tunable laser with ultra-fast 

switching speed is required. A distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser is the most 

promising candidate because of its wide wavelength tunability (>40 nm) and fast tuning 

speed (a few nanoseconds) [15]. However, there is a wavelength drift caused by the 

junction temperature change that arises from injection current fluctuations, and this drift 

can last for serval hundred milliseconds [16]. There are several techniques that can be 

used, such as two-laser [17] or four-laser [18] source integrated with optical switches, 

thermal drift compensators on chip [16], [17], [19], or pre-compensatory current 

injected into the gain medium sections [20]. 

1.2.2 Electro-optic Modulator 

Although direct laser modulation is popular in commercial applications, because 

of the low cost, it has two disadvantages as compared to external modulation. First, the 

modulation frequency is limited by the relaxation resonance of the laser. Second, the 

link gain, which represents the RF power ratio between the link’s output and input, is 

usually less than one and is independent of the laser power. In contrast, the link gain of 
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an external-modulation link is proportional to the square of input optical power, which 

allows the external-modulation link to achieve positive link gain, suppress noise figure, 

and increase the modulation efficiency up to several orders of magnitude above that of 

a directly modulated link [22]. In addition, external modulation can support much higher 

frequencies. For example, a thin-film LiNbO3 phase modulators can operate up to 500 

GHz [23]. Accordingly, external modulation is a preferred approach in high-frequency 

applications.  

There are two types of electro-optic modulators: phase modulator and intensity 

modulator. The modulation scheme of a phase modulator is illustrated in Figure 1.4, 

where two electrodes are used to generate an electric field which is used to modulate 

the optical signal. A phase modulator can impose a time-dependent phase change on the 

optical carrier and generate sidebands in the frequency domain. The polarizer helps to 

maintain the polarization state of the input optical signal in order to minimize the cross-

polarization interference. Two such phase modulators can be integrated in parallel to 

make an MZM, which is the focus of this section. The transfer function, bias condition, 

and thermal drift of MZM are discussed and summarized below. 

 

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a phase modulator. 
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1.2.2.1 Sinusoidal transfer function of MZM 

Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) has been widely adopted for external 

modulation where RF signals are up-converted to optical domain. A typical MZM 

employs a push-pull configuration with two phase modulators arranged in parallel. As 

shown in Figure 1.5, the input optical beam is divided by a 50/50 splitter and feed to 

two parallel waveguides. The two beams are modulated by the electric fields between 

three electrodes, where the top and bottom are the ground electrodes, and the middle 

electrode is the “hot” electrode to deliver RF/DC signals. The two modulated optical 

beams are then combined by a 50/50 combiner. As the two optical beams are coherent 

and have different phases due to applied electric fields, they may combine destructively 

or constructively, which converts phase modulation in the two arms of the MZM into 

intensity modulation.  

 

Figure 1.5: Mach-Zehnder modulator in a push-pull configuration. 
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1.2.2.2 Bias condition of MZM 

 

Figure 1.6: Transfer function and different bias conditions of MZM are shown in the 

left plot. Panels a, b, and c on the right are the optical spectra 

corresponding to different bias conditions. 

The typical transfer function of an MZM is shown in Figure 1.6. At null bias, 

the MZM has the minimized optical output power but maximized sideband power 

relative to the carrier, which is preferred in applications where the input RF signal is 

weak, such as photonic receivers. The benefits of null bias are the low noise figure and 

high spurious-free dynamic range SFDR [24]. However, second-order nonlinear 

distortion is strong at null bias, which limits the link’s bandwidth to one octave. Also, 

more optical power is required at the MZM input to generate the same amount of RF 
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power. As an alternative, null biased MZM can be used with a parallel optical local 

oscillator to increase the generated RF power. 

Quadrature bias with either positive or negative slope is widely used in data 

modulation because it yields the best modulation linearity with moderate optical power. 

As shown in Figure 1.6, quadrature bias is at the most linear portion of the sinusoidal 

transfer function. The other advantage of quadrature bias is the minimized second order 

distortion, which enables ultra-wideband applications.  

The output of MZM is maximized at peak bias. However, the optical sideband 

power is very weak, and the modulation efficiency is extremely low. As shown in Figure 

1.6, data modulation at peak bias has a higher chance of clipping distortion. Furthermore, 

the high optical power can increase the link noise floor significantly due to higher shot 

noise and relative intensity noise (RIN). Peak bias is not widely used because most 

applications require both high linearity and low noise levels.  

The relationship between bias voltage and high-order responses of MZM is 

shown in Figure 1.7. At quadrature bias, the modulation efficiency is highest because 

the fundamental signal is maximized. In addition, the bandwidth is above one octave 

because the second order distortion is minimized. However, the third-order distortion is 

so strong that compensation techniques must be used if wide dynamic range is desired. 

For peak and null bias, the modulation efficiency is very low because the power of the 

fundamental response is minimized. The strong second order distortion also limits the 

bandwidth of the link. As a result, quadrature bias is the most power efficient and 

broadband configuration in a single MZM photonic link. 
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Figure 1.7: Transfer function of MZM, fundamental, second order, and third order 

response at different bias voltages, this figure is reproduced according to 

[25], © IEEE. 

1.2.2.3 Thermal drift of MZM 

The MZM is affected by a serious problem known as thermal drift. As shown in 

Figure 1.8, there are two types of MZMs using lithium niobate (LN or LiNbO3): x-cut 

and z-cut MZM. In the x-cut MZM, two optical waveguides are located symmetrically 

in between the electrodes where a buffer layer is optional. With the buffer layer 

removed, more of the electrical field can penetrate through the waveguide and enhance 

electrooptic modulation, resulting in reduced drive voltage. In a z-cut modulator, two 

optical waveguides are located under the electrodes where the buffer layer provides an 

improved impedance match.[26] A comparison between z-cut and x-cut LN modulators 

has been performed using finite element method in [26], and is summarized in Table 

1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Comparison of x-cut and z-cut Mach-Zehnder modulator 

 z-cut x-cut 

Bandwidth High bandwidth narrow bandwidth 

Impedance matching easy hard 

Chirp high low 

Buffer layer Mandatory optional 

Drive Voltage low high[26] 

Waveguide position Under electrode Between electrodes 

Activation Energy 1.0 eV [27] 1.2 eV [28] 

 

The x-cut modulator requires higher drive voltage than the z-cut modulator 

because the electric field needs to penetrate through the buffer layer, whereas the travel 

distance is smaller in a z-cut modulator. The thermal drift is due to the pyroelectrically 

induced charge, which can be reduced by adding a silicon coating on the substrate 

surface.  

 

Figure 1.8: Illustration of x-cut and z-cut modulators. 

In a Z-cut LiNbO3 modulator, half-wave drive voltage is smaller which enables 

them to work better for high-speed applications, but they suffer from stronger thermal 

drift where a silicon coating on the substrate surface can help to mitigate optical 
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absorption from the metal electrodes. Alternatively, x-cut LiNbO3 modulators have a 

smaller thermal drift even without a silicon coating [29]. Both x-cut and z-cut LiNbO3 

modulators suffer from long-term DC bias drift and usually require external bias control 

circuitry. According to [28], the thermal drift speed depends on the bias voltage and 

environment temperature, where a higher voltage or temperature gives a higher drift 

speed. For example, the DC drift rate is 10-5 V/hr at 1 V and 70 ℃, whereas it is 0.1 

V/hr at 8 V and 145 ℃.  

1.2.3 Optical fiber 

Optical fiber has become the dominant method to deliver optical signals because 

it has ultra-low propagation loss, low cost, and immunity to electromagnetic 

interference. Over time, the preferred wavelength of optical signals has shifted from 850 

nm to 1300 nm, and then to 1550 nm, while single-mode fiber is used more frequently 

than multimode fiber because of its low chromatic dispersion.  

As shown Figure 1.9, there are different types of optical fibers, such as single-

mode fiber and multimode fiber. They have the same 125 μm cladding diameter, but the 

core diameter is quite different. Single mode fiber only supports one mode and is 

suitable for long-haul applications, whereas multimode fiber is usually used in short 

distance applications. As most optical components are polarization sensitive, some 

single mode fibers are designed to maintain the polarization state, which are called 

polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers. The second row of Figure 1.9 illustrates PM fiber 

with different shapes of stress rods, such as PANDA fiber, bowtie fiber, and elliptical-

clad fiber. 
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Figure 1.9: Single-mode fiber, multimode fiber, and different types of polarization-

maintaining single-mode fiber, depicted in cross-section. 

As shown in Figure 1.10, There are four types of dispersion in optical fibers 

including modal dispersion, chromatic dispersion, waveguide dispersion, and 

polarization mode dispersion.  

Modal dispersion is the major form of distortion in multimode fiber when many 

different optical modes are supported. As shown Figure 1.10 (a), different optical modes 

travel in different paths and arrive at the fiber output at different times, which can lead 

to signal blurring, such as filling-in between peaks or depolarization at the output [30]. 

With the proper design of the multimode fiber, modal dispersion can be used to 

compensate chromatic dispersion, which allows for better system performance [31].  

Chromatic dispersion is caused by the light of different wavelengths traveling in 

the optical fiber at different speeds. Although laser sources have very small linewidths, 

usually a few hundred kilohertz, they are not monochromatic. The chromatic dispersion 

can be found in both multimode fibers [32] and single-mode fibers [33]. In long-haul 
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applications, where single-mode fibers are used, chromatic dispersion occurs when the 

optical signal propagates though tens or even hundreds of kilometers. To overcome 

chromatic dispersion, external modulation with a dual-electrode MZM can be used to 

generate single-sideband (SSB) modulation. Using this technique, 10−9 bit-error-rate 

(BER) with 0.5 dB power penalty was achieved in a 80 km single-mode fiber link at 12 

GHz [33]. In addition, a modulation-diversity receiver was proposed to compensate for 

the arbitrary chromatic dispersion generated by amplitude modulation and phase 

modulation [34]. 

 

Figure 1.10: Different types of dispersion in optical fiber (MM: multimode, SM: 

single-mode). 

Although most optical power travels in the core, some optical power travels in 

the cladding material, especially for single-mode fibers. As the refractive index of the 

cladding material is smaller than the core, the light travels faster in the cladding material 
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causing waveguide dispersion [35]. In long-haul applications that use single-mode fiber, 

waveguide dispersion becomes worse and degrades the link performance on top of the 

chromatic dispersion.  

Optical signals can travel separately in two orthogonal polarizations of single-

mode fibers. In ideal single-mode fibers, they travel at the same speed. However, there 

are random imperfections that can limit the ideal circular polarization. Consequently, 

the orthogonal optical signals propagate at different speeds and cause polarization 

dispersion, which can lead to spread and overlap of the input signals. These polarization 

cross-coupling effects are summarized in [36], where different types of polarization 

maintaining fibers are proposed, such as Elliptical-clad fiber [37], PANDA fiber [38], 

and Bowtie fiber [39], which are illustrated in Figure 1.9.  

1.2.4 EDFA 

Although the loss of optical fibers is trivial over short distances, it becomes 

significant after tens-of-kilometers propagation. Then, optical amplifiers must be used, 

such as semiconductor amplifiers, fiber Raman amplifiers, and doped fiber amplifiers. 

An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is the most widely used optical amplifier 

mainly because of its useful gain bandwidth (around 1.5 μm), low intrinsic noise, and 

high pumping efficiency [40].  

However, an EDFA also introduces unwanted distortion to the link, such as 

increased noise floor from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) or the nonlinear 

amplification on different wavelengths due to gain tilt. The gain tilt of EDFAs can be 

defined as the slope of the linear fit to the dependence of gain on wavelength, where the 

unit is dB/nm. When gain-tilt EDFAs are used in wavelength-division multiplexing, 

different wavelengths receive different gains, which can introduce distortions and lead 
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to the degradation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Research has been conducted to model 

the EDFA [41] and analyze the distortion due to gain tilt [42]–[44], where the composite 

second-order (CSO) distortion from an EDFA is experimentally and theoretically 

analyzed. For example, when a chirped optical signal with frequency modulation goes 

through the EDFA, unwanted amplitude modulation occurs because of gain tilt. 

Numerous approaches have been investigated to compensate the gain tilt, such as optical 

gain control using a saturable absorber [45], optical fibers designed with inherent 

filtering capabilities [46], tunable Mach-Zehnder filter [47], and LiNbO3 polarization 

transformer [48]. With those techniques, the gain error can be reduced from 1.3 dB to 

0.4 dB in [45], the gain variation can be maintained less than 1 dB over 50 nm [46], and 

the maximum gain ripple value can be as low as 0.36 dB [48]. 

1.2.5 Photodetector 

The optical-to-electrical conversion is completed at the photodetector, which is 

a nonlinear device as well. According to [49], the first harmonic distortion measurement 

on photodetectors was reported in 1976 [50], where the second order distortions of an 

avalanche photodetector, reach-through avalanche photodetector, and p-i-n 

photodetector were measured at 6 MHz. The measured nonlinear distortion was very 

small at low frequencies, and therefore it was not a big concern. Two high-speed rear-

illuminated InGaAs/InP photodetector were measured in 1990 at a few GHz [51], where 

substantial high-order harmonics were monitored up to the 40th order. The nonlinearity 

of photodetectors has become an important problem with the fast development of high-

power high-speed photodetectors. 

With the development of analog photonic links, high-power high-speed 

photodetectors are developed where the chip size is greatly reduced. This causes space-
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charge effects, such as carrier velocity reduction, depletion capacitance increase, and 

carrier collection time increase. Those effects are power-dependent and can contribute 

nonlinearities to the photodetector output. To understand the nonlinear behavior of 

photodetectors, an equivalent circuit model to calculate harmonics of a p-i-n 

photodetector is proposed in [52], where an RC circuit is used. There are other factors 

that contribute to the photodetector nonlinearities, such as the carrier recombination 

nonlinearity at high photocurrent [53] or bias voltage-dependent responsivity [54]. The 

mechanisms of photodetector nonlinearity are very complicated and most research 

works are based on empirical models.  

While the reason behind the photodetector nonlinearities is hard to investigate, 

the nonlinear behaviors are easy to measure. Although there are many high-order 

distortions, the second and third order distortion are the most important. They can be 

measured using a two-tone or three-tone method, where the second-order intercept point 

(OIP2) and the third-order intercept point (OIP3) are used as the figure of merit. As 

shown in Figure 1.11, OIP2 is the output power point where the fundamental and 

second-order lines intercept, whereas OIP3 is the output power point where the 

fundamental and third-order lines intercept. Efforts have been made to develop high-

power high-speed photodetectors with high linearities, such as the uni-traveling-carrier 

photodetector with an OIP3 of 35 dBm at 20 GHz [55], the modified uni-traveling-

carrier photodetector with an OIP3 of 36 dBm at 20 GHz [56], or the partially depleted 

absorber photodetectors with an OIP3 of 39 dBm at 20 GHz [57].  
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Figure 1.11: Illustration of OIP2 and OIP3. 

In addition, approaches to suppress the nonlinearity of a photodetector are also 

proposed, such as the balanced photodetector to suppress the even-order nonlinearities, 

where four photodetectors [58] or two photodetectors [59], [60] are used or cryogenic 

temperature operation wherein the amplitude-to-phase conversion nonlinearity is 

reduced by up to 10 dB [61].  

1.3 Nonlinearity consideration in telecommunications 

The nonlinearity of an analog photonic link can be characterized in a traditional 

way using link gain, noise figure, and SFDR or it can be characterized from the 

perspective of telecommunications, where the data rate can be increased by using 

different types of multiplexing techniques, such as frequency division multiplexing 

(FDM), time division multiplexing (TDM), wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), 

and spatial division multiplexing (SDM). In the case of FDM, the RF spectrum is 
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divided into many channels where each channel is occupied by a user. The nonlinear 

distortion can cause spectrum regrowth, which enables distortion to penetrate through 

adjacent channels. The power leakage into adjacent channels can interfere with the 

transmissions in the neighboring channels and impair system performance. According 

to the conformance testing standard of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) base stations [62], 

one can use adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) as the figure of merit to evaluate the 

link’s linear performance. 

As illustrated in Figure 1.12, there are five adjacent channels, where the 

frequency offset is 20 MHz. In order to calculate the ACLR, the total power of each 

channel needs to be calculated using a band pass filter that has a bandwidth equal to 90% 

of the channel offset, i.e., 18 MHz is used in Figure 1.12. The amplitude of each channel 

is illustrated in Figure 1.12 as yellow bars. The ACLR can be calculated by dividing the 

center channel power with the adjacent channel power, and then convert it to decibel 

scale. According to the requirement listed in [62], the ACLR needs to be maintained 

higher than 44.2 dB, or lower than -44.2 dBc, which has the same meaning but in a 

different format. 
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Figure 1.12: An example of adjacent channel leakage ratio. 

1.4 Scope of Dissertation 

This work can be divided into two parts. The first part focuses on linearization 

techniques for MZMs. The second part focuses on the characterization and modeling of 

high-power photodetectors. Accordingly, the dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 proposes a digital predistortion technique based on arcsine function 

to compensate for the sinusoidal transfer function of MZMs. This linearization 

technique is verified in a DE-MZM link by transmitting high-fidelity 5 MHz and 20 

MHz LTE signals. The digital linearization is then used in another DE-MZM link where 

SSB modulation and tunable optical paired sources (TOPS) are used. Similarly, high 

fidelity quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal transmission is demonstrated. 
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Chapter 3 compares optically coherent and incoherent MZM linearization 

techniques. An optically incoherent MZM linearization using two wavelengths is 

proposed. After theoretical analysis and simulation, an experiment is conducted using 

LTE signals of various bandwidth generated using the link, where significant ACLR 

improvement is achieved.  

Chapter 4 proposes another optically incoherent MZM linearization technique, 

where two orthogonal polarizations are used. As only one laser is required, this approach 

reduces system complexity and cost. Link parameters such as gain, noise figure, OIP3, 

and SFDR are tested using a two-tone method. Then LTE signals are generated using 

this linearized link, where similar ACLR improved is maintained as to the two-

wavelength approach. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the measurement of photodetector nonlinearity where two-

tone and three-tone method are compared. A three-tone system is analyzed, simulated, 

integrated and tested. The dependence of photodetector OIP3 on the frequency, 

photocurrent and bias voltage is measured and discussed. 

Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and points to 

future research opportunities. 

1.5 Contribution and Innovation 

Three different types of MZM linearization techniques are proposed, analyzed, 

and validated. Using those techniques, LTE signals or QAM signals are generated with 

ultra-high fidelity where significant ACLR improvement is found. Those techniques are 

useful to implement analog photonic link in telecommunication without significant data 

degradation.  
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The first MZM linearization technique is arcsine digital predistortion, where the 

predistortion is implemented in digital domain before the analog waveform is generated. 

The nonlinearity of MZM is compensated by changing the waveform. This technique is 

adopted in a DE-MZM link where one MZM is used to generate linearized data, whereas 

the other MZM is used to generate a tunable optical carrier. In this link, the carrier-to-

sideband ratio (CSR) can be used to optimize the nonlinearity attributed to the high-

power photodetector. In addition, this technique is used in a DE-MZM link where SSB 

modulation and TOPS are used. High-fidelity QAM signals are delivered by the link up 

to 17 GHz. 

The second MZM linearization technique is a two-wavelength MZM 

linearization technique, which is based on optically incoherent combination. With 

proper RF/optical power ratio and 180-degree phase difference, the IMD3 generated by 

primary MZM can be fully cancelled by the secondary MZM. LTE signals with 

bandwidth from 10 MHz to 97 MHz are tested, and 9-19 dB ACLR improvement is 

achieved. 

The third MZM linearization technique is a two-polarization MZM linearization 

technique, where a polarization beam combiner is used. Similar to the two-wavelength 

approach, significant ACLR improvement can be achieved if RF/optical power ratio and 

the 180-degree phase difference are maintained. Using this approach, the SFDR of the 

link is improved by about 17 dB at the cost of 1.1~1.7 dB gain penalty. 

Besides the MZM linearization techniques, a three-tone photodetector 

nonlinearity test system is analyzed, simulated, integrated, and tested. The nonlinear 

performance of the MUTC photodetectors is characterized using OIP3. Lastly, the 
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dependence of OIP3 on frequency, bias voltage, and photocurrent are measured and 

analyzed. 
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DIGITAL PREDISTORTION OF MZM 

As discussed in the previous chapter, electro-optic modulators have an 

intrinsically nonlinear transfer function that must be compensated to support high-

fidelity data modulation. In this chapter, principles and applications of digital 

predistortion are discussed, while the implementation of digital predistortion techniques 

on analog photonic links is analyzed, simulated, and tested. Lastly, this digital 

predistortion technique is used in a photonic transmitter that can work up to 17 GHz. 

2.1 Introduction 

Although there are numerous techniques to linearize analog photonic links, 

digital predistortion is still one of the most popular approaches. The main advantages of 

digital predistortion are low cost and simplicity, where no change is required to the 

optical components. 

Before digital predistortion was used in analog photonic links, it was used in RF 

high-power amplifiers (HPAs) dating back to 1980 [63]. Behavior models of HPAs are 

usually estimated first based on their amplitude-modulation-to-amplitude-modulation 

(AM-AM) and amplitude-modulation-to-phase-modulation (AM-PM) curves [64], 

where the gain is represented by a complex polynomial function of the input power [65]. 

There are two concerns in HPA digital predistortion design. First, the transfer function 

changes because of variations of both the input signal and environment temperature. 

Second, the memory effect from HPAs changes the transfer function as well. To resolve 

Chapter 2 
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those problems, many predistortion approaches have been developed, such as real-time 

estimation and adaptive predistortion [65], predistortion with memory [66]–[68], and 

predistortion using direct learning algorithms [69]. In those applications, the third-order 

distortion as measured by the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) can be improved by 

8-15 dB.  

Table 2.1: Comparison of different applications using digital predistortion 

techniques. CATV: Cable television, EAM: electro-absorption 

modulator, CTB: composite-triple-beat, Ka band:26.5-40 GHz, X band:8-

12 GHz, C/I: carrier-to-intermodulation ratio, EML: electro-absorption 

modulated laser, OMI: optical modulation index. 

Year Author Application Object Frequency Performance Ref 

1984 Bertelsmeier 
Optical 

transmission 
Laser 300 MHz 

15 dB IMD2 

reduction 
[70] 

1997 G.C. Wilson CATV EAM 
50-550 

MHz 

22.6 dB CTB 

reduction 
[71] 

2000 V. Magoon 

External 

modulated 

Link 

MZM 1.3 GHz 
24 dB IMD3 

suppression 
[72] 

2003 A. Katz 
General 

purpose 
MZM 

Ku band 

X band 

15 dB C/I 

improvement 
[73] 

2003 L. Roselli Cellular Laser 
Cellular 

band 

8-10 dB 

IMD3 

suppression 

[74] 

2006 V.j. Urick 

Long-haul 

analog fiber 

link 

MZM 6-12 GHz 
6dB SFDR 

improvement 
[75] 

2010 
Yiming 

Shen 

Multiband 

OFDM 
EAM 

3.1-4.8 

GHz 

7 dB IMD3 

suppression 
[76] 

2013 Yuan Bao 
OFDM 

transmitters 

EML 

MZM 
6-12 GHz 

7-16.5% OMI 

improvement 
[77] 

Various digital predistortion approaches used in the linearization of analog 

photonic links are summarized in Table 2.1, where the linearization object, operation 

frequency, and performance improvement are compared. The first digital predistortion 
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in an analog photonic link was applied to a direct-modulated laser in 1984, where the 

second-order distortion was reduced by 15 dB at frequencies up to 300 MHz [70]. 

Digital predistortion techniques were then used on both Mach-Zehnder modulators 

(MZMs) and electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) to compensate their nonlinear 

transfer functions. According to Table 2.1, the second-order or the third-order distortion 

has been improved by 7-24 dB using these techniques.  

 

Figure 2.1: a) A typical process of digital predistortion techniques, b) a common 

configuration using digital predistorter designs, c) a novel digital 

predistorter design for EAM [76], © 2010 IEEE. 

Although the transfer functions of MZM, EAM, and laser are different, the 

digital predistortion process is very similar as depicted in Figure 2.1 (a). Usually the 

nonlinear transfer function is measured first and then a compensating circuit is designed 
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to cancel the distortion. Furthermore, the second-order or the third-order distortion can 

be filtered, monitored, and used as additional criteria to tune the distorter. Notably, a 

real-time adaptive control on the predistorter may be required to minimize distortions 

since the nonlinear transfer function may drift over time or with temperature. For 

example, in order to compensate the bias drift of MZMs, a low-frequency pilot tone can 

be used to monitor the even-order harmonics [72]. When a feedback loop is used, a 

computer [78] or a digital signal processor [72] is needed to control the predistorter 

continuously. 

A typical configuration of predistortion circuits is given in Figure 2.1 (b). The 

input RF signals split and travel in two paths, where the majority of signals passes 

through a delay line undistorted while a small portion of signals is coupled into a path 

with odd-order distorter [71], which is labeled in Fig 2.1 (b) as a tunable distorter. The 

RF signals are then combined as predistorted signals to feed optical nonlinear devices 

where the distortions of the optical devices are cancelled. In addition, another type of 

predistorter is shown in Figure 2.1 (c), where a reflective diode pair is used for the 

linearization of EAMs [76]. 

All of the digital predistortion techniques discussed above are applied after the 

RF signals are generated, where an electrical predistorter is placed before the input of 

an analog photonic link. However, in some applications, the RF signals are known and 

can be modified before they are generated. For example, in telecommunications, the 

central office has the data to be delivered, which can be modified before they are fed to 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). In this case, the digital predistortion is completed 

computationally as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In this approach, no changes are made to 
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the optical or electrical components resulting in an ultra-low-cost linearization 

technique. 

 

Figure 2.2: The illustration of a digital predistortion technique where the digital 

predistortion is performed computationally on a signal before the analog 

signal is generated. 

2.2 Digital predistortion on a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator 

In this section, a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator (DE-MZM) is used to 

build an analog photonic link that can deliver high-fidelity LTE signals. The DE-MZM 

has two parallel MZMs, where one MZM is used for data modulation and the other 

MZM is used to provide optical carrier. The data-modulation MZM is linearized using 

the digital predistortion approach as shown in Figure 2.2, whereas the carrier-tuning 

MZM is used as an attenuator to control the carrier-to-sideband ratio (CSR). This 

linearized link is then characterized in terms of ACLR to evaluate the nonlinearities 

from the digital-to-analog converters (DACs), RF amplifier, MZMs, EDFAs, and 

photodetectors (PDs). 

The linearized analog photonic link studied herein is constructed with a laser, a 

DE-MZM, an EDFA, and a PD, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The DE-MZM is an 
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integrated modulator on a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) chip, where a splitter, two parallel 

MZMs, a phase shifter, and an optical coupler are arranged in series. The optical signal 

is generated by a distributed feedback (DFB) laser, and then splits and feeds the two 

parallel MZMs, which are driven separately by the RF and DC bias voltages. In this 

application, the lower MZM is null biased to suppress the carrier and driven by an LTE 

data signal, while the upper MZM can be arbitrarily biased but no RF input is provided. 

At the end of the DE-MZM, the lower MZM has two optical sidebands and minimal 

optical carrier, while the upper MZM has an adjustable-amplitude carrier with no 

sidebands. With proper phase shifting, the two optical signals are combined and fed to 

an EDFA. The EDFA is used to amplify the optical signal so sufficient RF power can 

be generated by the PD to feed the transmit antennas. The advantages in this linearized 

link include: 1) the MZM nonlinearity can be removed by digital predistortion, 2) the 

CSR can be tuned either to minimize the PD nonlinearity, or to increase the efficiency. 
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Figure 2.3: Characterization setup based on dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator 

(MZM) and a charge-compensated modified uni-traveling carrier (CC-

MUTC) photodetector. Circled labels A, B, and C indicate various points 

in the source chain where the signal is analyzed. AWG: arbitrary 

waveform generator, DFB: distributed feedback, LNA: low noise 

amplifier, EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, ESA: electrical 

spectrum analyzer. 

The electric field 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 at the output of the modulator is given by 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) =
𝐸0

√2
√𝐿𝑀𝑍𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝜔1𝑡) [𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
𝑉0𝑠(𝑡))]  , (2.1) 

where 𝐿𝑀𝑍𝑀 is the insertion loss of the MZM, 𝐸0 is the amplitude of the electric field 

generated by the input optical signal, 𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐 and 𝑉𝜋 are the voltage values to achieve a 𝜋-

phase shift in the MZMs for DC and RF, respectively. 𝑉𝑑𝑐 is the bias voltage at the upper 

MZM to control the CSR, 𝑉0 is the amplitude of the RF waveform driving the lower 

MZM, and 𝑠(𝑡) is the normalized drive waveform. Equation 2.1 shows the output 

electrical field that includes two terms: 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜋

2𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐), which is introduced by the DC 

bias from the upper MZM, and 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
𝑉0𝑠(𝑡)), which is generated from the lower 
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MZM. After the optical signals are amplified by an EDFA and mixed at a photodetector, 

the corresponding photocurrent can be calculated as follows 

  

 𝑖𝑝𝑑 =
ℜ𝑃0𝐿𝑀𝑍𝑀𝑔𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴

2
[𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
𝑉0 𝑠(𝑡))]

2

, (2.2) 

where ℜ is the responsivity of the photodetector, 𝑔𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴 is the gain of the EDFA, and 

𝑃0 is the optical power at the DE-MZM input. With small signal approximation where 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 << 𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐, the DC photocurrent can be calculated by  

 𝑖𝑑𝑐 =
ℜ𝐿𝑀𝑍𝑀𝑔𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑃0

2
(

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐)

2

, (2.3) 

and the fundamental RF current is 

 𝑖𝑟𝑓(𝑡) = ℜ𝐿𝑀𝑍𝑀𝑔𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑃0 (
𝜋

2𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
𝑉𝑑𝑐) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
𝑉0 𝑠(𝑡)) . (2.4) 

The generated RF current at the photodetector is proportional to both the optical 

carrier and sideband amplitudes, which are related to the input RF signal. There is also 

a term that includes 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (
𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
𝑉0 𝑠(𝑡)), which corresponds to the second-order response 

of the MZM. As it is far away from the fundamental frequency, it can be suppressed 

using an RF filter. 

To characterize the performance of the link, a time-domain LTE downlink 

waveform is used as the test signal. The signal has a 5 MHz data bandwidth, 122.88 

MHz sampling rate, and an 8-dB peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). As shown in 

Figure 2.4, the spectrum is filtered with five adjacent rectangular filters of the same 

bandwidth, which equals 90% of the signal bandwidth. The frequency offset between 

two adjacent filters is the same as the signal bandwidth. The ACLR is defined as the 

ratio of the filtered mean power at the center channel to the filtered mean power at an 
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adjacent channel. For example, ACLR1 and ACLR2 are the power ratios between the 

center channel and the first and the second adjacent channels, respectively [79]. 

Although IMD3 and ACLR are two closely related metrics to characterize device 

nonlinearities, ACLR is chosen to characterize the link according to 3GPP standards. 

Analyzed using MATLAB, the spectrum of a 5 MHz LTE signal is shown in Figure 2.4, 

where the ACLR1 is computed to be -100.3 dBc, and ACLR2 is -104 dBc, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.4: Spectrum of a 5 MHz LTE signal with 100-MHz intermediate frequency. 

Rectangular filters with 4.5 MHz bandwidth are used for ACLR 

calculation. 

To suppress spectral regrowth, the drive signal can be predistorted to pre-

compensate for anticipated nonlinearities. Since the transfer function of MZMs is 

known to be sinusoidal, the waveform can be digitally predistorted using an arcsine 

function. If the sine function is pre-compensated, the output can be linearized.  
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To achieve this, the drive voltage (𝑉𝑖𝑛) is adjusted via the arcsine function as 

shown in Figure 2.5. In this case, consider that the output is expected to be at the point 

L if the response is linear, but the actual output is at the point M due to the modulator's 

sinusoidal transfer function. To compensate this compression, a higher driving voltage 

of 𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑, as indicated at the point P, is required to obtain a linear response. As a result, 

the input signal can be predistorted to be 𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑, using the arcsine function. Thus, the 

predistorted signal can be expressed as: 

 𝑉𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
2𝑉𝜋

𝜋
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋

2𝑉𝜋
⋅ 𝑉𝑖𝑛) . (2.5) 

In so doing, we have compensated for the nonlinearities introduced by the MZM, 

and thereby significantly suppress spectral regrowth. As this technique is based on the 

inverse transfer function of MZMs, it can be used for different types of input signals. 

However, this method is limited to the domain of the arcsine function, where the 

absolute value of 𝜋𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑/2𝑉𝜋  needs to be less than or equal to 1. As a result, the 

maximum voltage of the RF signal feeding the MZM is 2𝑉𝜋/𝜋. The dark green dashed 

lines in Figure 2.5 show the upper and the lower limit where the predistortion is valid.  
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of arcsine digital predistortion on a Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

In a transmitting system, high RF output and low out-of-band spurious emissions 

are required. To achieve the former, a higher drive voltage to the MZM is required, 

while the latter requires minimizing the nonlinearities that grow rapidly with increasing 

drive signal. Based on the mathematical model of Equation 2.1-2.5, a simulation has 

been conducted using MATLAB. As shown in Figure 2.6, a 5 MHz LTE signal is used 

as the test signal, where the peak-to-peak voltage (𝑉0) is set to 0.5 V, 1.0 V, and 2.0 V, 

where the Vπ is 3.5 V. The response is normalized to its peak value for the convenience 

of comparison. At higher 𝑉0, the spectral regrowth is stronger and the ACLR1 gets 

worse, indicated in the table inset in Fig. 2.6. However, when the digital predistortion 

technique is used, the spectral regrowth is removed and the ACLR1 of the undistorted 

signal (see Fig. 2.6) is fully recovered. 
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Figure 2.6: LTE signals of different power levels (𝑉0) show increasing spectral 

regrowth as characterized by the ACLR1 values shown in the table inset 

at the upper left. When the same are predistorted with the arcsine 

function, the recovered signals have no spectral regrowth. 

2.3 High fidelity signal transmission on a DE-MZM link with DSB modulation 

In this section, signal degradation is minimized using a DE-MZM link with 

double sideband (DSB) modulation as illustrated in Figure 2.3. An arcsine digital 

predistortion technique is used to compensate the MZM nonlinearities and the impact 

of CSR on the link’s linearity is studied.  

2.3.1 Experiment description 

The modulator used in the digital predistortion test is a model LN86S-FC from 

Thorlabs, which is a dual-parallel, Titanium-Indiffused, and x-cut lithium niobate 

modulator. This modulator has two MZMs in parallel and can be controlled separately 

with an external DC bias. It is designed for quadrature modulation such as quadrature 

phase-shift keying (QPSK, a.k.a. 4QAM) and single-sideband suppressed carrier (SSB-

SC) transmission. However, the modulator is used differently for this test, which is 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
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To characterize the efficacy of this technique, test signals based on an LTE base 

station standard [79] were used. The available channel bandwidth can be set to 1.4 MHz, 

3.0 MHz, 5.0 MHz, 10.0 MHz, 15.0 MHz, and 20 MHz. For convenience, the same LTE 

waveform analyzed in the previous section, with 5 MHz bandwidth, 122.88 MHz 

sampling rate, and 1-millisecond duration, is used. To test this link, the waveform is 

loaded into two signal generators: a Tektronix arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) 

7122B and a National Instruments NI-5782 transceiver. The AWG has a maximum 

sampling rate of 12 Giga-Sample Per Second (GSPS) and a 10-bit digital-to-analog 

converter (DAC), whereas the NI-5782 has a sampling rate of 500 Mega-Sample Per 

Second (MSPS) and a 16-bit DAC. For measurement convenience, an intermediate 

frequency (IF) is introduced according to the operational bandwidth of the RF filters 

and amplifiers, which are used within the link. The LTE waveforms are processed in 

MATLAB, where the baseband waveform is mixed with the IF. The IFs of the AWG 

and the NI-5782 transceiver are set to 1060 MHz and 100 MHz, respectively. Although 

the LTE waveform is optimized to have an ACLR of around -100 dBc, the actual 

waveforms generated from the AWG and NI-5782 are degraded due to their limited 

DAC bit depths and system noise. 

To recover the RF signal, a 34-μm InGaAs/InP CC-MUTC photodetector is used 

to downconvert the optical signal into the requisite RF signal. The photodetector has a 

responsivity of 0.75 A/W, a 3-dB bandwidth of 17 GHz, and a saturation photocurrent 

of 100 mA [80]. However, for the measurements, the input illumination is intentionally 

defocused, thus enabling it to handle more optical power by the virtue of a more uniform 

illumination over the active area, resulting in a lower responsivity of 0.33 A/W. 
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When discussing link performance, returning to Figure 2.3, we note the various 

points that were probed during signal transmission. To begin, we measured the RF 

signal before and after the low-noise amplifier (LNA) at labels A and B, which 

considered the data signal delivery, and subsequently, at the data recovery at the 

photodetector, which is labeled as C. 

In the first test, the Tektronix AWG is used as the data source. As shown in 

Table 2.2, the output waveform from the AWG has an ACLR1 of only -52.7 dBc, which 

is about 47 dB worse than the theoretical ACLR. The main reason for this degradation 

is that the DAC in the AWG has only 10-bits resolution. Such low resolution is 

detrimental in accurately converting a digital data to an analog signal, as the 

quantization errors from insufficient bit depth can lead to dramatic degradation in the 

link performance before the signal is fed into the analog photonic link. 

To minimize quantization errors and improve ACLR, the DAC bit depth is 

increased to 16-bit, using a NI-5782 transceiver, which significantly improves the 

ACLRs compared to the 10-bit AWG. As shown in Table 2.2, the 16-bit DAC offers an 

ACLR1 of -67.8 dBc, which is ~15 dB better than that from the AWG. 

Table 2.2: ACLR measurement at points A and B (see Figure 2.3) 

Data 

Rate 

(MHz) 

Source 

A (Output from Source) B (Output after LNA) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

5.0 AWG -6.1 -52.7 -54.2 4.80 -52.8 -54.1 

5.0 NI-5782 -14.1 -67.8 -67.5 0.76 -67.8 -67.7 

To this point, we have generated two signals with relatively high ACLR from 

the waveform generators. The transmitted signal from the source can maintain linearity 
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with minimal distortion, if the source-signal amplitude is adjusted appropriately, along 

with proper optical and electronic amplifier gains, and optimal biasing for both 

modulators and photodetectors.  

In this link, the MZM modulation is preferably operated at a high input RF 

power and a high optical carrier in order to produce a high optical power in the 

modulated sideband. As a result, the input from the signal generators has to be amplified 

before being fed into the electro-optic modulator. To preserve signal linearity, an LNA 

with a high third-order output intercept point (OIP3) is used. 

It is well known that the output of RF amplifiers saturates at high input power, 

an effect referred to as gain compression. Gain compression can be minimized if the 

amplifier is fed with a low RF input. As the intermediate frequencies of the two test 

signals are different, two different LNAs are used. For the Tektronix AWG 7000, an 

LNA with an OIP3 of 36.5 dBm and P1dB of 22 dBm is used. With this LNA inserted, 

the 5 MHz LTE signal generated by AWG 7000 is tested. The first row in Table 2.2 

shows that the measured ACLRs after the LNA at point B is almost identical to the input 

signal at point A. For the NI-5782 transceiver, an LNA with an OIP3 of 39 dBm is used 

to boost the RF signal before it feeds the electro-optic modulator. As shown in Table 

2.2, the waveform at A and B are in good agreement with each other. 

As discussed previously, there is an optimal RF input power to the MZM. First, 

the power cannot be too high because the arcsine predistortion technique would not be 

able to compensate for modulator nonlinearity if 𝑉0 is higher than 2𝑉𝜋/𝜋. On the other 

hand, if the RF input is reduced, the modulated sideband power at the modulator 

becomes too weak to feed an EDFA, leading to degraded source performance due to 

increased EDFA ASE noise. The modulator used in this experiment has a 𝑉𝜋 of 3.5 V, 
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hence 𝑉0_𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 2.23 V. Thus, an ideal drive voltage should be close to 𝑉0_𝑚𝑎𝑥 in order 

to maximize the optical sidebands, while still being compatible with the digital 

predistortion.  

2.3.2 Digital Predistortion on 5 MHz and 20 MHz LTE signals 

To validate the arcsine predistortion technique, a 5 MHz LTE waveform 

generated by the AWG is used, and ACLR1 and ACLR2 are measured to characterize 

the efficacy of the predistortion. The measured ACLRs of the LTE signal from the 

Tektronix AWG, with and without predistortion, are shown in the first row of Table 2.3. 

The input RF power to the modulator is 4.8 dBm, which corresponds to a peak-to-peak 

voltage of 2.8 V. Such a high drive voltage supplied to the electro-optic modulator 

introduces high order nonlinearities. Without the use of predistortion, ACLR 

degradation is clearly observed at point C, as shown in Table 2.3. In contrast, with the 

use of predistortion, the recovered signal on the photodetector shows a significant 

suppression of nonlinearity induced spectral regrowth, with 6 dB improvement in 

ACLR1. This technique also allows for a larger RF drive signal that produces higher 

optical sideband power, which is helpful in reducing the amplified spontaneous 

emission (ASE) noise contribution from the EDFA. 

The LTE signal with an intermediate frequency of 100 MHz generated by the 

NI-5782 transceiver has also been investigated. The recovered data at the photodetector 

is shown in Table 2.3, which indicates that the ACLR1 is degraded significantly by 

modulator nonlinearities if digital predistortion is not used. To mitigate the 

nonlinearities, the arcsine predistortion technique is used. The recovered ACLR1 and 

ACLR2 are -63.5 dBc and -65.0 dBc, respectively, showing a 9-dB improvement in 

ACLR compared to those without predistortion. 
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Table 2.3 ACLR measurement at point C (with and without predistortion). 

Data 

Rate 

(MHz) 

Source 

C (Without Predistortion) C (With Predistortion) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

5.0 AWG 12.1 -44.4 -53.2 12.2 -50.3 -53.4 

5.0 NI-5782 12.5 -54.2 -65.1 12.6 -63.5 -65.0 

In addition to the commercial 5 MHz LTE signal, a 20 MHz LTE signal has also 

been measured. The 20 MHz LTE signal is generated by AWG and NI-5782 separately 

with different intermediate frequencies, i.e., 1.06 GHz for AWG and 100 MHz for NI-

5782. When the bandwidth of the LTE signal is increased from 5 MHz to 20 MHz, both 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and ACLR get degraded, where a 7-dB drop in ACLR is 

observed. As listed in Table 2.4, ACLR1 only drops about 3-4 dB from B to C, which 

is contributed from the linearized DE-MZM link. From the measured data, we observe 

that the increased signal bandwidth does not introduce additional ACLR degradation in 

optical processing. 

Table 2.4 ACLR measurement of 20 MHz LTE signal. 

Data 

Rate 

(MHz) 

Source 

B (Output after LNA) C (With Predistortion) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

20.0 AWG 4.80 -53.3 -55.2 13.0 -50.3 -51.9 

20.0 NI-5782 0.04 -60.4 -61.0 10.59 -56.5 -56.7 

2.3.3 ALCR dependence on carrier to sideband ratio 

Besides the nonlinearities attributed to the RF LNA and the MZM, the remaining 

components in the link, such as an EDFA and a high-power photodetector, can also 

contribute to the degradation of ACLRs. In the proposed DE-MZM link, the EDFA has 
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a minimum optical input requirement at -10 dBm and the output from the DE-MZM is 

around -8 dBm, which is close to the boundary value where the signal fidelity can be 

harmed. Without sufficient optical input power, the spontaneous emission is amplified, 

thus generating a higher noise floor in the recovered data at the photodetector. To 

increase the output power of the MZMs, the MZMs can be over driven and compensated 

according the aforementioned arcsine predistortion technique. 

The photodetector can also introduce nonlinearities, depending on the biasing 

condition, input optical power, and the CSR. These parameters are extensively 

investigated in this work. To characterize the carrier to sideband ratio (CSR) effect on 

the ACLR, the incident optical power onto the CC-MUTC photodetector has been 

increased from 60 mW to 180 mW, which produced increased RF output powers 

accordingly. In these tests, the CSR is tuned from 6 to 16 dB, the photocurrent varies 

from 20 to 60 mA using a photodetector with a responsivity of 0.33 A/W.  

The generated RF power as a function of input optical power, or generated 

photocurrent, is shown in Figure 2.7 (a), for several different levels of CSR. As the input 

optical power increases, the RF power generated on the photodetector also increases 

with the DC photodetector current. However, a decrease in generated RF power is 

observed with increasing CSR. In this case, the CSR has an impact on the recovered RF 

power mainly due to the mixing mechanism on the photodetector.  

When both the upper and lower sidebands are mixed with the carrier, they 

produce output at the same RF frequency, thus doubling the electric field in the optical 

carrier compared with that of the sideband is shown to generate the maximum RF 

output. This corresponds to an CSR of 6 dB in power between the optical carrier and 
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the sidebands. Increasing the CSR for a fixed input optical power is found to reduce the 

RF output power. 

Limited by the OIP3 of the CC-MUTC photodetector, the linearity degrades as 

the photodetector current increases. The measured ACLR1 and ACLR2 are shown in 

Figure 2.7 (b) and (c), respectively. As illustrated in the figure, both ACLR1 and 

ACLR2 degrade as the photodetector current increases. For a constant input optical 

power or a constant DC photocurrent, a higher CSR reduces the generated RF power. 

However, a smaller RF photocurrent at a fixed DC photocurrent helps to improve the 

linearity. Hence, the larger the CSR, the better the ACLRs; however, it also yields lower 

RF output power. To maintain good ACLR performance, the RF photodetector current 

should be as low as possible, while the CSR should be as high as possible; however, the 

requirements for maximum RF power generation are just the opposite. 
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Figure 2.7: Measurement results from the LTE signals recovered at a CC-MUTC 

photodetector with different PD currents and CSRs. (a) RF power, (b) 

ACLR1, (c) ACLR2, (d) Measured spectra with and without predistortion 

at the optimal point. 
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Hence, there is a tradeoff between RF power and ACLR. As such, the 

photodetector current and the CSR should be optimized based on application 

requirements. One candidate optimal point is selected as an example and marked with a 

red dot in Figures 2.7 (a)-(c), where the photodetector current is 30 mA and the carrier-

to-sideband ratio is 8 dB. The spectra at this optimal point, with and without 

predistortion, are shown in Figure 2.7 (d), where the significance of the predistortion is 

apparent, as it yields a 9.3-dB ACLR1 improvement. 

2.3.4 ALCR dependence on the bias voltage of photodetectors 

Lastly, the bias voltage of photodetectors also plays an important role in the 

link’s nonlinearity. It has been reported that the OIP3 of MUTC photodetectors changes 

with the photocurrent and the maximum OIP3 changes with the reverse bias voltage 

[81]. In this measurement, the reverse voltage is varied from 4 V to 8 V and two different 

CSR settings are used. The total DC current is set to be 20 mA, 40 mA, and 60 mA. The 

dependence of ACLRs on different bias voltages is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The plots 

show that the ACLRs gradually improve when the reverse bias voltage is increased from 

4 V to 8 V. In order to minimize photodetector nonlinearities, we optimized the reverse 

bias voltage to 8 V and increased the CSR to 14 dB. 
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Figure 2.8: ACLRs as a function of the photodetector bias voltage (a) with an CSR 

of 8 dB, (b) with an CSR of 14 dB. 

2.4 High fidelity signal transmission on a DE-MZM link with SSB modulation 

The approach described in section 2.3 is based on the double-sideband (DSB) 

modulation, where optical signals can be distorted in long-distance transmission 

because of fiber chromatic dispersion. In order to mitigate the chromatic dispersion, 

single-sideband (SSB) modulation can be used [33]. With this consideration, we 

propose an SSB modulated link as shown in Figure 2.9, where a DE-MZM is used to 

modulate data into a single optical sideband. In addition, a tunable optical paired source 

(TOPS) [82] is used as an optical local oscillator (LO) to control the carrier frequency 

at the photodetector. Using this approach, the fiber chromatic dispersion can be 

suppressed. The digital predistortion approach is used to modify the I and Q waveform 
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components of a QAM signal, where both ACLR and EVM are compared to the one 

without digital predistortion. Lastly, an EDFA amplifies the optical signal and a 

photodetector recovers the data.  

 

Figure 2.9: A photonic phased array transceiver where the digital predistortion 

technique is used. 

2.4.1 RF signal generation  

The digital waveform is generated by RFXpress software, which is used for 

waveform generation provided by Tektronix. QAM signals with different bandwidths 

are generated at the same intermediate frequency of 1.06 GHz. The waveform is then 

predistorted with arcsine function using MATLAB and generated by a Tektronix 

arbitrary waveform generator that has a 10-bit DAC. 
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Figure 2.10: A simplified photonic transmitter configuration to verify the SSB 

operation of DE-MZM and data recovery.  

As the optical feed network, the phased array, and the photonic receiver 

illustrated in Figure 2.9 are not the main concern in high fidelity signal transmission, a 

simplified link configuration is proposed, which is illustrated in Figure 2.10. The labels 

A,B,C,D, and E represent different positions of the link where the RF spectra are tested. 

An electrical spectrum analyzer is used to capture the spectra at labels A to D, so the 

out-of-band spurs and ACLR can be measured. As shown in Figure 2.11, the out-of-

band spurs are observed. At the output of the AWG (point A), there are numerous high-

order harmonics where the 8th-order and 10th-order harmonics are strongest. To get rid 

of those undesired harmonics, a bandpass filter is used to pick up the frequency of 

interest and a clean spectrum is monitored at the MZM input (Point D). The other issue 

of the AWG is the RF output power is too low, which leads to reduced modulation 

efficiency. To resolve this problem, a low noise amplifier (LNA) with ~25 dB gain is 

used. In order to ensure the LNA is working within its linear region, the RF power at 

point A needs attenuation, which can be achieved by either an external attenuator or by 

a decrease of peak-to-peak voltage at the AWG output. 
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Figure 2.11: The out-of-band spurs generated by the AWG at channel I and Q. 

2.4.2 Optical source and LO 

The optical source and the optical LO are based on the tunable optical paired 

source (TOPS) as described in [82]. As shown in Figure 2.10, there are two injection 

locking lasers (slave laser) and one master laser in the TOPS. The master laser is 

modulated on an MZM by an RF local oscillator, where the RF signal is intentionally 

over amplified to generate strong high order harmonics. The output at the MZM has an 

optical spectrum that contains all the high order sidebands. The modulated master laser 

output is then coupled through optical circulators into the two injection locking lasers, 

which are tuned to frequencies near the desired sidebands. By tuning the frequency 

offset between each injection locking laser and the master laser to match one of the 

harmonics, the injection locking lasers will be locked. Thus, the optical noise of all the 

lasers becomes correlated. As such, the output from injection locking laser #1 is used as 

the optical LO while the output from injection locking laser #2 is used as the optical 

source, where the frequency offset between them is determined by the RF LO and the 

order of the injected harmonics. The RF signal can be recovered on a 20-GHz bandwidth 
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MUTC photodetector by mixing the modulated optical source and the optical LO. The 

generated RF signals at different frequencies are illustrated in Figure 2.12, which depicts 

24 overlaid spectra obtained when the frequency is locked every 1 GHz above 5 GHz, 

or every 500 MHz below 5GHz.  

 

Figure 2.12: Normalized RF power spectrum of the TOPS measured with a 20-GHz 

MUTC photodetector. 

2.4.3 Single sideband modulation 

A detailed description on optical SSB modulation can be found in [83], where 

two RF signals with π/2 phase shift are applied to a dual-electrode MZM. In this link, 

we use the same approach. However, the π/2 RF phase shift is not generated by an 

electrical phase shifter, instead it is generated digitally by manipulating the waveform, 

namely signal I and Q. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.10, where I and Q 

signal are generated at the two output ports of the AWG. In order to maintain SSB 
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modulation, the phase of the DE-MZM has to be maintained accurately, where two 

parallel MZMs should be biased to null. The SSB modulation can be completed by using 

a commercial bias controller, or more simply by a DAC voltage controller. We 

investigated the stability of SSB modulation using a Thorlabs 40 Gb/s DQPSK 

modulator (LN86S-FC) at 1 GHz. As shown in Figure 2.13, the SSB modulation is 

maintained for over 210 minutes even without a bias controller to compensate the 

thermal drift. This test is done after the modulator is warmed up for a few hours. It is 

worthwhile to point out that the modulator is more stable if a lower bias voltage is used, 

as mentioned in Chapter 1.  

 

Figure 2.13: The SSB modulation stability test on a Thorlabs DQPSK modulator. 

2.4.4 Optical amplification and detection 

After the SSB modulated optical source and optical LO are combined, they are 

amplified by an EDFA, suppressed by an optical attenuator and detected by an MUTC 

photodetector. A typical spectrum acquired at the photodetector is shown in Figure 2.14 
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where a 20 MHz LTE signal with 1.06 GHz intermediate frequency is used. The digital 

predistortion has improved the ACLR by 7.3 dB with 0.8 dB power penalty. 

 

Figure 2.14: The RF spectrum detected on the photodetector without (left) and with 

(right) digital predistortion. 

To compare the nonlinear contributions from an EDFA and a photodetector, we 

designed two experiments, one with fixed EDFA output power and the other with fixed 

photocurrent. As shown in Table 2.5, the PD nonlinearity is tested by maintaining the 

EDFA output at 180 mW and an optical attenuator is used before the photodetector to 

adjust the photocurrent. When photocurrent is increased from 25 mA to 60 mA, the 

nonlinear distortion from the photodiod has degraded the ACLR1 by 20.7 dB because 

the optical attenuator is a passive and linear device. As for the EDFA nonlinearity test, 

the EDFA output power and optical attenuator are used simultaneously to maintain the 

photocurrent at 25 mA. The nonlinearity from the EDFA has trivial contribution to the 

ACLR degradation, which is below 0.5 dB. 
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Table 2.5: Nonlinearity study on PD and EDFA. 

 

 

In order to investigate the frequency tunability and the linearity performance of 

those frequencies, a 5 MHz 4QAM signal with 1.06-GHz intermediate frequency is used 

as the test signal. As shown in Table 2.6, the frequency offset on TOPS is set to 1.7 

GHz, 2 GHz, 7GHz, 12 GHz, and 17 GHz, where the RF signal recovered on the 

photodetector are 1.06 GHz lower (because the lower sideband selected in the SSB 

modulator). The photocurrent is set to 30 mA at those frequencies, where both RF power 

and ACLR are slightly better at lower frequencies. In general, the ACLR1s at those 

frequencies can meet the -44.2 dBc requirement of the telecommunications industry 

standard [62].  

Lastly, the constellation of the 4QAM signal at the photodetector is measured 

using a digital oscilloscope (Aglient Infiniium DSO-S 204A), where the Keysight 89600 

VSA software is used. As the digital oscilloscope supports frequencies up to 2 GHz, the 
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constellation diagrams at 0.94 GHz, 1.44 GHz, and 1.94 GHz are tested and shown in 

Figure 2.15, where both spectrum and constellation diagrams are very clean. The last 

two columns of Table 2.6 contain data characterizing the signal constellations, namely 

error vector magnitude (EVM) and SNR. In general, SNR should be maintained as high 

as possible while EVM should be kept as low as possible. Usually, they are 

corresponded to each other which means higher SNR gives lower (better) EVM. 

Table 2.6: QAM signal transmission at different frequencies.  

TOPS 

Offset 

(GHz) 

RF 

(GHz) 

PD current 

(mA) 

RF Power 

(dBm) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

ACLR2 

(dBc) 

EVM 

(%) 

SNR 

(dB) 

17 15.94 31.8 5.52 -49.82 -57.11 1.36 37.27 

12 10.94 29.5 5.93 -48.11 -56.02 1.61 35.84 

7 5.94 29.5 5.96 -51.34 -58.43 1.89 34.45 

2 0.94 29.2 10.63 -53.72 -58.52 1.89 34.47 

1.7 0.64 30.1 8.70 -52.50 -58.13 1.87 34.56 
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Figure 2.15: Constellation diagrams and spectra of a 5 MHz 4QAM signal acquired at 

the photodetector of the link at different frequencies.  

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, digital predistortion techniques in power amplifiers and optical 

Mach-Zehnder modulators are summarized. Then the digital predistortion based on 

modifying the digital waveform is proposed, analyzed, and simulated. With the help of 

a dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator, the digital predistortion is applied on one of 

the arms while the other arm is used to provide an adjustable optical carrier. The digital 

predistortion is validated by comparing the recovered signal on the photodetector where 

3-9 dB improvement of ACLR1 is monitored for 5 MHz and 20 MHz LTE signals. Then 

the digital predistortion is implemented in a photonic transceiver where tunable optical 
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paired sources (TOPS) and single sideband (SSB) modulation are used. Again, the 

digital predistortion helps to improve the link’s ACLR by 6-8 dB for various frequencies 

from 1.7 GHz to 17 GHz.  
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TWO-WAVELENGTH MZM LINEARIZATION 

3.1 Introduction 

Digital predistortion techniques require use of an electrical predistorter or 

knowledge of input signals, which are less competitive to optical linearization 

techniques that can fit for different types of input signals. In this chapter, a two-

wavelength Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) linearization technique is discussed. 

MZMs are inherently nonlinear because of their sinusoidal transfer function, 

which is the dependence of the output light intensity on the electrical input signal. In 

electro-optic phase modulator, phase detection requires conversion of phase to intensity, 

which similarly yields a sinusoidal transfer function. Accordingly, considerable 

research efforts have been devoted to developing linearized modulators [84]–[86] or 

assistive techniques [87]–[89] that effectively yield linear response. In general, 

compensation can be performed electronically, by using analog circuitry or digital 

signal processing, or optically. However, the electronic approaches are often limited by 

the frequency response of the employed devices or by digital signal processor capacity. 

In the optical domain, linearization is obtained by adding a compensation MZM in 

parallel or in series to the main MZM, so that the third-order intermodulation (IMD3) 

generated by the compensation MZM has the same amplitude and opposite phase to the 

IMD3 from the main MZM, and therefore the two IMD3 signals cancel each other.  

Among the optical linearization techniques, the dual-parallel modulator 

linearization method has garnered significant attention and is widely used in linearized 

Chapter 3 
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analog photonic links [90]–[92]. In this case, there are two general schemes with either 

coherent or incoherent optical sources. In the coherent mode when one laser is used 

[84], [90], [91], the IMD3 cancellation is obtained in the optical domain, whereas in the 

incoherent mode when two lasers are used [93]–[95], the IMD3 cancellation happens in 

the RF domain. Notably, accurate control of tunable-ratio optical splitters [90] and/or 

multiple phase shifters [91] are needed in the coherent one-laser approach. 

Alternatively, two-laser mode is limited by the tunability of RF power ratio, which is 

determined by Vπ [93]–[95], bandwidth and phase deviation of the RF hybrid coupler 

[93], [95], suppression ratio, and bandwidth accuracy of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 

filters [96]. 

To summarize, most of the existing modulator linearization techniques need an 

additional path and asymmetric feed to generate equal and opposite IMD3 signals. The 

asymmetric feed can be realized using RF attenuators/amplifiers, optical 

attenuators/amplifiers [97], wavelength dependent Vπ [93], or polarization dependent 

Vπ [95], [98]. The π-phase difference between the main and secondary channels can be 

realized by using an additional phase modulator [84], [90], [91], [99], biasing two 

MZMs at opposite quadratures, adding a 180-degree RF hybrid coupler [93], using 

push-pull modulation [94], using lower and upper sideband modulation assisted by an 

FBG [96], or employing RF phase shifters [100]. Besides, modulators are biased at 

quadrature to eliminate even-order intermodulation in multi-octave applications [94] or 

biased around null for high SFDR and low noise figure in sub-octave applications [90]. 

3.2 Optically coherent and incoherent linearization techniques 

As mentioned in the previous section, there are two schemes to cancel the MZM 

IMD3 using optical methods, i.e., optically coherent linearization and optically 
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incoherent linearization. Their main difference is whether there is optical 

intermodulation between two optical channels, where one channel is used to deliver data 

and the other is used as an IMD3 compensator. 

3.2.1 Optically coherent linearization  

In optically coherent linearization technique, a laser output is split to feed two 

parallel MZMs. The outputs of the two MZMs have IMD3s of the same amplitude and 

180-degree phase shift. As the two optical outputs are coherent, the IMD3 is minimized 

in optical domain on an optical power coupler. Based on the illustration of this optically 

coherent linearization, as shown in Figure 3.1, the DC and RF current on the 

photodetector are calculated using a two-tone test to investigate how IMD3 can be fully 

suppressed.  

 

Figure 3.1: An illustration of optically coherent linearization techniques. 

The amplitude of the RF signals fed to two MZMs are: 

 {
𝑉𝑟𝑓_𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑟𝑓 sin 𝛽 [sin(𝜔1𝑡) + sin(𝜔2𝑡)]

𝑉𝑟𝑓_𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑟𝑓 cos 𝛽 [sin(𝜔1𝑡) + sin(𝜔2𝑡)] ,
 (3.1) 
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where 𝑉𝑟𝑓  is amplitude of the RF signal before the RF splitter, sin 𝛽  and cos 𝛽 

determine the RF power split ratio, 𝜔1 and 𝜔2 are the two frequencies included in the 

RF signal. The phases introduced by those RF signals are: 

 {
𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑎(𝑡) =

𝜋𝑉𝑟𝑓 sin𝛽

𝑉𝜋𝑟𝑓
[sin(𝜔1𝑡) + sin(𝜔2𝑡)]  

𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑏
(𝑡) =

𝜋𝑉𝑟𝑓 cos𝛽

𝑉𝜋𝑟𝑓
[sin(𝜔1𝑡) + sin(𝜔2𝑡)] ,

 (3.2) 

where 𝑉𝜋𝑟𝑓  is the halfwave voltage of the MZM around frequency 𝜔1  and 𝜔2 . For 

convenience, we define the modulation index as: 

 {
𝑚𝑎 =

𝜋𝑉𝑟𝑓 sin𝛽

𝑉𝜋𝑟𝑓
  

𝑚𝑏 =
𝜋𝑉𝑟𝑓 cos𝛽

𝑉𝜋𝑟𝑓
 .
 (3.3) 

The phases introduce by the three DC bias voltages are: 

 

{
 
 

 
 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑎 =

𝜋𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑎

𝑉𝜋𝑑𝑐
  

𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑏 =
𝜋𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑏

𝑉𝜋𝑑𝑐
  

𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐 =
𝜋𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑐

𝑉𝜋𝑑𝑐
 .

 (3.4) 

The total phase generated by the MZMs can be calculated by adding the DC and 

RF components: 

 {
𝜑𝑎 = 𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑎 + 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑎   

𝜑𝑏 = 𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑏 + 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑏  .
 (3.5) 

As both MZMs and the phase modulator have push-pull configuration, each 

MZM is driven by half of the RF or DC bias voltage. If the input RF signal has an 

electrical amplitude of 𝐸𝑜, the electrical field at the output of two MZMs are: 

 {
𝐸𝑎(𝑡) = 2𝐸𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜔𝑜𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑎/2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐/2)

𝐸𝑏(𝑡) = 2𝐸𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜔𝑜𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑏/2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝( − 𝑗𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐/2) ,
 (3.6) 
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where 𝜔𝑜 is angular frequency of the optical carrier, 𝛼 determines the optical split ratio, 

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑎/2) and 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝜑𝑏/2) represent the sinusoidal amplitude modulation of MZM 

and 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐) is the phase due to the phase modulator after the lower MZM. The 

total electrical field after the optical combiner is: 

 {

𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑎(𝑡) + 𝐸𝑏(𝑡) = 2𝐸𝑜 exp( 𝑗𝜔𝑜𝑡)�̃�(𝑡)

�̃�(𝑡) = cos𝛼 cos(𝜑𝑎/2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜑𝑑𝑐𝑐/2)

+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑏/2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝( − 𝑗𝜑𝑑𝑐𝑐/2) .

 (3.7) 

The optical power on the photodetector can be estimated based on the electrical 

field and the responsivity of the photodetector, which is given by: 

 

{
 
 

 
 

𝐼(𝑡) = ℛ𝑃(𝑡)

𝑃(𝑡) =
𝐸(𝑡)⋅𝐸(𝑡)∗

𝑍0
=

4𝐸0
2

𝑍0
�̃�(𝑡) ∙ �̃�(𝑡)∗

�̃�(𝑡) ∙ �̃�(𝑡)∗ = 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (
𝜑𝑎

2
) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (

𝜑𝑏

2
)

+sin (2𝛼)𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜑𝑎

2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝜑𝑏

2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐 .

 (3.8) 

Given 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑐 = π/2 and 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (
𝜑𝑎

2
) =

1+cos (𝜑𝑎)

2
, the photocurrent can be written 

as: 

 𝐼(𝑡) = ℛ ⋅
4𝐸0

2

𝑍0
(𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼

1+cos(𝜑𝑎)

2
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 ⋅

1+cos(𝜑𝑏)

2
)  . (3.9) 

If two MZMs are biased at positive and negative quadrature bias, where 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑎 =
𝜋

2
 and 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑏 = −

𝜋

2
, the photocurrent is: 

 𝐼(𝑡) = ℛ ⋅
2𝐸0

2

𝑍0
(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 sin(𝜑𝑟𝑓𝑎) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛

2𝛼sin(𝜑𝑟𝑓𝑏))  . (3.10) 

There are three parts in the photocurrent, which includes the DC photocurrent, 

the RF photocurrent from the primary MZM, and the RF photocurrent from the 

secondary MZM is: 
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{
 
 

 
 𝐼dc = ℛ ⋅

2𝐸0
2

𝑍0
                                  

𝐼rf_p = −ℛ ⋅
2𝐸0

2

𝑍0
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 sin(𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑎)

𝐼rf_s = ℛ ⋅
2𝐸0

2

𝑍0
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 sin(𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑏)  .

 (3.11) 

Using Taylor expansion and keeping the first and third order, the RF 

photocurrent can be written as: 

{
𝐼rf_p = −ℛ ⋅

2𝐸0
2

𝑍0
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 [𝑚𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡) −

𝑚𝑎
3

6
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡)

3]

𝐼rf_s = ℛ ⋅
2𝐸0

2

𝑍0
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 [𝑚𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔2 𝑡) −

𝑚𝑏
3

6
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡)

3]  .  
 

  (3.12) 

According to the equation, the fundamental and third-order photocurrents are 

out of phase. If we further expand the third order photocurrent, it can be written as: 

(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔2 𝑡)
3 =

9

4
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔2 𝑡)−

1

4
(𝑠𝑖𝑛3𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛3𝜔2 𝑡)+

3

4
(𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 −𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 −𝜔1) 𝑡)−

3

4
(𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 +𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 +𝜔1) 𝑡) . 

  (3.13) 

We can see the third-order photocurrent contribute to several RF frequencies, 

including the third-order intermodulation at 2𝜔1 − 𝜔2 and 2𝜔2 − 𝜔1, so the amplitude 

of IMD3 photocurrents of two MZMs are: 

 {
𝐼IMD3_p(𝑡) =

ℛ⋅𝐸0
2⋅𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼⋅𝑚𝑎

3

4𝑍0
[𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 −𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 −𝜔1) 𝑡]    

𝐼IMD3_s(𝑡) = −
ℛ⋅𝐸0

2⋅𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼⋅𝑚𝑏
3

4𝑍0
[𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 −𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 −𝜔1) 𝑡] .

 (3.14) 

As they have a 180-degree phase difference, the IMD3 photocurrent can be 

cancelled under the following condition: 

 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 ⋅ 𝑚𝑎
3 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼 ⋅ 𝑚𝑏

3 𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛼 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛽 . (3.15) 
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3.2.2 Optically incoherent detection 

In the optically incoherent linearization technique, the outputs of the two MZMs 

have IMD3s of the same amplitude and 180-degree phase shift. As the two optical 

outputs are incoherent, the IMD3s are not cancelled optically. Instead, the IMD3 

cancellation happens in RF domain on the photodetector where two optical outputs are 

converted to RF signals. Based on the illustration of this optically incoherent 

linearization, as shown in Figure 3.2, the DC and RF current on the photodetector are 

calculated using a two-tone test to investigate how IMD3 can be fully suppressed.  

 

Figure 3.2: An illustration of optically incoherent linearization techniques. 

In the case of optically incoherent detection, two MZMs operate in parallel and 

there is no phase modulator on the secondary channel. The electrical field at the output 

of the MZMs are: 

 {
𝐸𝑎(𝑡) = 2𝐸𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜔𝑝𝑡) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑎/2)

𝐸𝑏(𝑡) = 2𝐸𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑗𝜔𝑠𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑏/2) ,
 (3.16) 
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where 𝐸𝑝 and 𝐸𝑠 are the amplitude of optical signals from primary and secondary lasers, 

𝜔𝑝 and 𝜔𝑠 are the angular frequency of the two lasers. The photocurrents attributed to 

two MZMs are: 

 {
𝐼(𝑡)_p =

2ℛ𝐸𝑝
2

𝑍0
(1 + cos(𝜑𝑎))   

𝐼(𝑡)_s =
2ℛ𝐸𝑠

2

𝑍0
(1 + cos(𝜑𝑏)) ,

 (3.17) 

where 𝜑𝑎  and 𝜑𝑏  are the total phases generated by RF and DC bias on two parallel 

MZMs. If those MZMs are biased at positive and negative quadrature bias, where 

𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑎 =
𝜋

2
 and 𝜑𝑑𝑐_𝑏 = −

𝜋

2
, the photocurrents become: 

 {
𝐼(𝑡)p =

2ℛ𝐸𝑝
2

𝑍0
(1 − sin (𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑎))  

𝐼(𝑡)s =
2ℛ𝐸𝑠

2

𝑍0
(1 + sin (𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑏))  ,

 (3.18) 

where 𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑎 and 𝜑𝑟𝑓_𝑏 are the phases generated by input RF signals. We put the DC 

photocurrents aside, use Taylor expansion, and only keep the first and third order, then 

the RF photocurrents can be written as: 

 {
𝐼rf_p = −

2ℛ𝐸𝑝
2

𝑍0
[𝑚𝑎(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡) −

𝑚𝑎
3

6
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡)

3]

𝐼rf_s =
2ℛ𝐸𝑠

2

𝑍0
[𝑚𝑏(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡) −

𝑚𝑏
3

6
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡)

3]  ,  
 (3.19) 

Using similar expansion approach in Equation 3.13, the IMD3 photocurrents 

from two MZMs can be written as: 

 {
𝐼IMD3_p(𝑡) =

ℛ𝐸𝑝
2𝑚𝑎

3

4𝑍0
[𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 −𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 −𝜔1) 𝑡]        

𝐼IMD3_s(𝑡) = −
ℛ𝐸𝑠

2𝑚𝑏
3

4𝑍0
[𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔1 −𝜔2) 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜔2 −𝜔1) 𝑡] .  

 (3.20) 

As a result, the condition to fully suppress the IMD3 is: 

 𝐸𝑝
2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑎

3 = 𝐸𝑠
2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑏

3 . (3.21) 
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3.3 Principle of two-wavelength linearization on MZMs 

In this section, a two-wavelength linearization technique is introduced to 

suppress IMD3 of MZMs. A theoretical model is analyzed and simulated using 

MATLAB.  

3.3.1 Schematic of two-laser MZM linearization 

In this approach, two separate MZMs are driven by different lasers, one for data 

transmission and the other for IMD3 suppression; the π-phase difference is achieved by 

biasing two modulators at opposite quadratures. When using two lasers, optical power 

ratio is easier to control compared to one-laser linearization where a tunable optical 

splitter is required. It is worth pointing out that the second laser operates at a lower 

power and generates lower photocurrent, so the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the link 

attributed to the second laser is less significant. In a RIN limited link, which operates at 

high photocurrent, it is reasonable to choose a low-cost laser as the assistive laser. Using 

two separate MZMs allows extending the tunability of RF power ratio to achieve lower 

link-gain penalty compared to a single or integrated dual parallel MZM, where the RF 

power ratio is usually limited to 1/3 [95].  

The system consists of a primary channel and a secondary channel, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. The primary channel is configured to maximize the signal of interest, where 

a strong optical signal and a moderate RF drive signal are used such that the primary 

channel generates RF power on the photodetector, while minimizing the IMD3 arising 

from modulator nonlinearity. The secondary channel is intended to cancel the IMD3 of 

the primary channel by using a weaker optical signal and a stronger RF drive signal. In 

this way, IMD3 of the same amplitude as in the primary channel is generated; however, 

with much lower fundamental power. To enable the IMD3 cancellation, a 180-degree 
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phase difference between the primary and secondary channels is required. This is 

achieved by biasing the primary channel at positive quadrature and the secondary 

channel at negative quadrature. Quadrature biasing also ensures that the even-order 

nonlinearities are suppressed in both channels. 

For illustration, a system diagram is provided in Figure 3.3, where two 

incoherent lasers (LD 1 and LD 2) are used and their optical frequencies are offset by a 

large span (tens or hundreds of gigahertz), sufficient to ensure the photodetector does 

not respond to any intermodulation between the two channels in the optical domain. The 

input RF signal is split into two RF outputs at a certain power ratio and each RF output 

drives an MZM. After modulation, two parallel channels (links) are combined, 

amplified by an EDFA and detected on the same photodetector for signal recovery. 

Since the two channels are driven by the same RF signal, the recovered RF signals are 

coherent and can beat with each other. As the two recovered RF signals are out of phase 

with equal IMD3 and asymmetric power, they beat with each other destructively giving 

a significant IMD3 suppression and a small signal reduction. As a result, by properly 

tuning the optical/RF power ratios, and maintaining the π-phase difference, the IMD3 

can be suppressed while the signal of interest is recovered with enhanced fidelity.  
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Figure 3.3: Two parallel modulators are fed with two separate lasers and driven by a 

common RF source. With proper optical and RF power ratios between two 

optical channels, third order intermodulation (IMD3) on the photodetector 

is suppressed if the phase difference between two channels is π. LD: laser 

diode; PD: photodetector; MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator; EDFA: 

erbium-doped fiber amplifier; ESA: electrical spectrum analyzer. 

To fully suppress the IMD3, an optimum condition should be found. First, the 

electro-optic modulators have a push-pull configuration, so the electric field at the 

primary and secondary channel before optical combiner is: 

 {
𝐸𝑝 = 𝐸𝐿𝐷

𝑝 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑝𝑡 ⋅ cos(
𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝
+𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝

2
)

𝐸𝑠 = 𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑠 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑠𝑡 ⋅ cos(

𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠 +𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠

2
) ,

 (3.22) 

where 𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑝 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑝𝑡and 𝐸𝐿𝐷

𝑠 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑠𝑡 are the electrical fields of the primary and secondary 

optical sources, 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝

 and 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠  are the modulation phases introduced by DC biasing, 𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝
 

and 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 are the modulation phases introduced by the RF drive signals, which can be 

expressed as: 
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{
 

 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 =

𝜋𝑉𝑝
𝑝
𝑣(𝑡)

𝑉𝜋_𝑟𝑓
,   𝑉𝑝

𝑝 = 𝑘√𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝 /𝑍0

𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 =

𝜋𝑉𝑝
𝑠𝑣(𝑡)

𝑉𝜋_𝑟𝑓
,   𝑉𝑝

𝑠 = 𝑘√𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠 /𝑍0 .

  (3.23) 

𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝

 and 𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠  are the RF drive signal powers at the modulator inputs, 𝑣(𝑡) is the 

normalized time domain waveform, and 𝑘 is the factor to convert root mean square 

(RMS) voltage to peak voltage (𝑉𝑝
𝑝
 and 𝑉𝑝

𝑠). Using the square law of power detection, 

the combined optical power before the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is: 

 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
1

2
[𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 (1 + cos(𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠 + 𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠 )) + 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝
(1 + cos( 𝜑𝑑𝑐

𝑝
+ 𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝
))] .  (3.24) 

Given quadrature phase bias conditions 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝 =

𝜋

2
, 𝜑𝑑𝑐

𝑠 = −
𝜋

2
, and that the two 

optical sources are incoherent, the photocurrent on the PD is: 

 𝐼𝑃𝐷 =
1

2
ℜ𝐺𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴(𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 + 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠 − 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 + 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 ) . (3.25) 

Taylor-expanding the sine functions, and keeping only the fundamental and 

third-order terms, yields the RF photocurrent: 

 𝐼𝑅𝐹 =
1

2
ℜ𝐺𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴 (𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 (𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 −

(𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 )3

6
) − 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 (𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝
−
(𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝
)3

6
))  . (3.26) 

To completely suppress the third-order terms, 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠 ⋅ (𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠 )3  and 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝 ⋅ (𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝 )3 

must be equal. As the RF modulation phase is linearly proportional to the square root of 

the driving RF power, as shown in Equation 3.23, the optimum optical and RF power 

relationship to completely suppress the IDM3 is: 

 (
𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝

𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠 )

2

= (
𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝 )

3

. (3.27) 

3.3.2 Numerical simulation 

The above model is used to simulate a two-tone intermodulation [91] at 1 GHz 

in MATLAB. As shown in Figure 3.4, the IMD3, without proper power ratio, ranges 
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from -60 to -70 dBm, while the IMD3 with proper ratio along the blue line is below -

100 dBm. The slope of the line is 2/3, which is consistent with the relationship described 

in Equation 3.27. While the IMD3 can be effectively suppressed using this approach, a 

small amount of fundamental power is reduced, which is referred to as the power 

penalty. We can minimize the power penalty by using a higher RF/optical power 

splitting ratio, but it is limited in real-world applications because physical devices have 

limitations, such as the power tuning range of lasers or the maximum output of low-

noise amplifiers. 

 

Figure 3.4: Simulated result based on two-wavelength linearization technique. RF and 

optical power splitting ratios are in a range from 0 to 10 dB. IMD3 is 

suppressed along the blue line where two channels have IMD3 with same 

amplitude and 180-degree phase difference. The red star indicates a power 

ratio with good IMD3 suppression and small power penalty. 
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3.4 Pathlength match 

The 180-degree phase difference between the two parallel MZMs is critical to 

cancel the IMD3. In the two-laser linearization approach, the 180-degree phase 

difference is achieved by operating two MZMs at positive and negative quadratures. 

However, the pathlength before and after the MZMs should be matched to secure the 

180-degree phase difference. The pathlength before the MZM is RF pathlength, which 

includes the pathlength contribution from RF cables, adaptors, attenuators and LNA. 

The pathlength after the MZM is optical pathlength, which includes the pathlength 

contribution from optical fiber and true time delay line. The pathlength introduced phase 

is frequency dependent and can be calculated using the following equation: 

 φ = 2π ⋅ n ⋅
𝐿

𝜆
 , (3.28) 

where n is refractive index of medium, L is the length of RF cable or optical fiber, and 

𝜆 corresponds to the frequency of interest. In order to achieve pathlength match, two 

calibration tests are conducted with the help of a network analyzer.  

3.4.1 RF pathlength match. 

The RF assemblies in the two parallel channels are shown in Figure 3.5. The 

primary channel has an LNA and a variable RF attenuator, while the secondary channel 

has an LNA and a few RF adaptors to match physical pathlength. Although the physical 

pathlengths are matched, the RF pathlengths may be different, because the variable RF 

attenuator has an unknown RF pathlength, depending on its internal design. 
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Figure 3.5: The RF assemblies before the input of MZMs. 

In order to measure the RF pathlength of those assemblies, a network analyzer 

is used. As shown in Figure 3.6, port-1 of the network analyzer is connected to the input 

of the RF assembly, while port-2 of the network analyzer is connected to the output. 

Continuous sinusoidal waveform is fed through port-1 by the network analyzer and 

detected at port-2. The signals at two ports are compared to estimate the propagation 

time through the RF assemblies, then the RF pathlength and the phase are calculated. 

 

Figure 3.6: The electrical pathlength of two RF assemblies are measured using a 

PNA network analyzer. 
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In our experiment, the RF frequency is set around 1 GHz, which is the 

intermediate frequency of the LTE signal. The result is given in Table 3.1 and Figure 

3.7. In the primary channel, the variable attenuator introduces additional pathlength and 

the measured RF pathlength ranges from 25.2 cm to 33.1 cm. The 7.9 cm difference is 

the tunable pathlength range of the RF attenuator. In this case, the RF attenuator also 

serves as a phase shifter. In the secondary channel, the RF assembly has a fixed 

pathlength of 13.6 cm. In order to match RF pathlength, additional short RF cable is 

added to the secondary channel.  

 

Figure 3.7: The unwrapped phase of two RF assemblies are test around 1 GHz, the 

primary channel has a variable phase because of the tunable RF 

attenuator. 
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Table 3.1: Measured pathlength of two RF assemblies. 

 Primary 

Max 

Primary 

Min 
Secondary 

Phase delay 

@ 1GHz 
-595.6° -454.1° -244.0° 

RF length 33.1 cm 25.2 cm 13.6 cm 

 

3.4.2 Optical pathlength match 

With accurate RF pathlength match, we can proceed to optical pathlength match. 

As it is hard to measure the length of an optical fiber directly, the fiber length can be 

tested in RF domain using a network analyzer. This experiment is illustrated in Figure 

3.8, and the propagation time from the input of RF assembly (port 1) to the 

photodetector (port 2) is measured. The propagation time includes both the RF 

propagation time and the optical propagation time. Since the RF pathlength is matched, 

the RF propagation time is the same. Then, the optical pathlength match can be achieved 

by equalizing the total propagation time.  
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Figure 3.8: The optical pathlength of two channels are measured with a PNA 

network analyzer.  

The experiment result is given in Figure 3.9. As shown in the table, the phase 

delay can be measured at positive and negative quadrature bias condition. The data 

confirms that negative and positive quadrate bias has 180-degree offset. According to 

the data in Table 3.2, the optical pathlength has a difference of 12 mm, which can be 

compensated by true time delay lines. 
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Figure 3.9: The unwrapped phases of two parallel MZMs are measured around 1 

GHz when the DC bias is set to positive and negative quadrature bias.  

Table 3.2: Measured pathlength of two optical channels. 

 CH01 Q+ CH01 Q- Ch02 Q+ CH02 Q- 

Phase delay 

@ 1GHz 
12591° 12411° 12612° 12432° 

RF length 7.147 m 7.045 m 7.159 m 7.057 m 

 

With proper RF and optical pathlength match, the phase difference between the 

primary and the secondary channel is determined by the bias condition of MZMs. With 

one MZM biased at positive quadrature and the other biased at negative quadrature, the 

180-degree is achieved. The stability of the phase difference is maintained by a 

commercial electro-optic modulator controller which is based on feedback control using 

a photodetector to monitor the output of the MZM.  

To further investigate the influence of improper pathlength match, a comparison 

test is conducted as shown in Figure 3.10. There are three configurations, i.e., pathlength 

matched, additional 2π phase added to the primary channel, and additional 2π phase 
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added to the secondary channel. The corresponding LTE signals detected on the 

photodetector are shown on the right, where significant spectrum regrowth is monitored 

when a 2π phase is added. The spectrum regrowth originates from the additional 2π 

pathlength because the 2π pathlength difference is frequency dependent. 

 

Figure 3.10: Three RF spectra correspond to different phases between the primary and 

the secondary MZM: a) 0, b) 2π, c) -2π 

3.5 LTE signal transmission over linearized link 

Significantly, more spectral bands are being opened for 5G wireless 

communication by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). As a case in point, 

5G is deployed in high-band, mid-band, and low band, which includes frequencies 

around 28 GHz, 39 GHz, and 64 GHz. The first 5G spectrum auction was held by the 
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FCC for the 28GHz (27.5-28.35GHz) and 24 GHz (24.15-24.45,24.75-25.25GHz) 

bands in 2018. The upper 37GHz, 39GHz, and 47 GHz bands could be available in 

2019. With balanced coverage and capacity characteristics, mid-band becomes a target 

for 5G, and 844 MHz available instantaneous bandwidths are deployed at 2.5GHz, 

3.5GHz, and 3.7-4.2GHz. The FCC is also acting to improve the use of low-band 

spectrum for 5G service for wider coverage, with targeted frequencies over a few 

hundred MHz bands.  

In order to validate the approach and investigate its potential application in RF 

signal transmission for 5G wireless communication systems, which represents the 

unique contribution of this work, a setup is built and tested using LTE signals with 

various bandwidths. In this setup, an intermediate frequency of 1 GHz is used to study 

5G low-band applications. 

3.5.1 Generation of LTE signals 

As illustrated in Figure 3.11, optical signals are generated by two continuously 

tunable lasers with the carrier frequencies set to 193.30 THz and 193.35 THz 

respectively, for the nominal difference of 50 GHz. The photodetector has a bandwidth 

of 20 GHz and therefore does not respond to carrier intermodulation in the optical 

domain. The RF signal is generated by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) from Texas 

Instruments (DAC34SH84), which is a 16-bit DAC with a sampling rate of 1.5 Giga-

samples per second (GSPS). The DAC is also capable of incorporating an intermediate 

frequency of up to 4 GHz using onboard RF mixers. However, the output power of the 

DAC is fixed, and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) drops as signal bandwidth increases. 

An LTE signal of 20 MHz bandwidth with 153.6-MHz sampling rate is used as 

the initial baseband waveform. Based on this waveform, LTE signals with different 
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bandwidths are generated by changing the sampling rate of the DAC. The onboard 

sampling rate is set to 153.6 MHz, 307.2 MHz, 614.4 MHz, 1228.8 MHz, and 1489.92 

MHz, to yield LTE signals with 10 MHz, 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz, and 97 MHz 

bandwidth, respectively. The maximum bandwidth is limited to 97 MHz because the 

sampling rate of the DAC cannot exceed 1.5 GSPS. 

The RF signal generated by the DAC is then split by an RF power divider to 

feed the primary and secondary channels, however, in so doing the RF power drops 

from -7 dBm to -13.5 dBm due to the insertion loss of the RF power divider. To improve 

the modulation sideband power as well as the link gain, RF low-noise amplifiers are 

introduced to increase the modulation depth to the required level. For the primary 

channel, a 20-dB gain, high-linearity low-noise amplifier (LNA) with 40 dBm third-

order output intercept point (OIP3) at 1 GHz is used to preserve signal fidelity. For the 

secondary channel, a similar LNA with 21.5dB gain is used. As the RF inputs of two 

LNAs are very low, both LNAs work in the linear region and the link’s IMD3 is 

dominated by the MZMs because of the high modulation depth. 

The optical power ratio is controlled directly by two lasers (ID Photonics 

CoBrite-DX1), while the RF power ratio is maintained by inserting a tunable RF 

attenuator into the primary channel. As shown in the optical spectrum-illustration insets 

in Figure 3.11, the primary channel has a stronger carrier and a weaker sideband 

compared with the secondary channel. The parallel MZMs are controlled separately by 

two external bias controllers, which use feedback loops to ensure the respective positive 

and negative quadrature biases are maintained. For more precise and easy control on the 

π-phase shift, a pair of true time delay lines are used. The optical signals are then 

combined and amplified by an EDFA to improve the link gain and to increase the 
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generated RF power. In the following experiments, the optical power ratio is set to be 

10 dB while the RF power ratio is 6.7 dB, which is consistent with Equation 3.27. 

Compared to conventional PINs/APDs, the high-speed MUTC photodetector can handle 

hundreds of milliwatts optical power corresponding to 100 mA photocurrent, therefore 

producing much higher RF power [101]. With the help of MUTC photodetectors, the 

DC photocurrent can be set to 60 mA to demonstrate the link’s high RF output.  

 

Figure 3.11: Photonic RF generation based on dual parallel modulator configuration. 

Attenuator is used to control the RF power ratio whereas the true time 

delay line is used to precisely tune the π-phase difference between the 

two channels to suppress IMD3 and improve ACLR. DAC: digital to 

analog convertor, LNA: low noise amplifier, LO: local oscillator. 

3.5.2 Experiment result and analysis 

Figure 3.12 shows the experimental results in the form of spectrum analyzer 

traces obtained for 10-MHz and 80-MHz LTE signals with a 1-GHz IF carrier. Without 

compensation, i.e., using the primary channel only, we can clearly see spectral regrowth 

in adjacent channels. Measured ACLR1 is around -44 dBc in both (a) and (c), which 

barely misses the -45 dBc requirement for radio base stations [5]. As seen in (b) and (d), 
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ACLR1 with compensation is improved by 19.2 dB and 11.8 dB, respectively, for LTE 

signals with 10-MHz and 80-MHz bandwidths. There is a small 2-dB link gain penalty 

in both cases, but the total fundamental RF power is maintained at 5 dBm. As the RF 

input on the primary MZM is 0 dBm, the link gain is 5 dB, which can be further 

improved by increasing the photocurrent. Notably, ACLR1 is the major concern in that 

it represents the strongest intermodulation terms that are closest to the channel of 

interest. The second adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR2) indicated in these 

measurements is attributed to the fifth order intermodulation distortion. 

To investigate the linearization technique for broadband applications, LTE 

signals with various bandwidths are tested. It is worth pointing out that ACLR1 and 

ACLR2 generally degrade with the increase of signal bandwidth even if there is no 

IMD3. When generating LTE signals with different bandwidths, the integrated RF 

power over entire RF spectrum remains the same because the DAC has a fixed output 

power. Thus, when the bandwidth of LTE signal increases, the power spectrum density 

(PSD) decreases accordingly, resulting in a degradation of SNR or ACLR. This 

phenomenon adds complexity to the result, so the ACLR1 at MZM input is used as the 

baseline which is illustrated as a green dashed line in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12: LTE signals with an intermedium frequency of 1 GHz are generated when 

DC photocurrent is 60 mA. (a) Without compensation @ BW = 10 MHz; 

(b) With compensation @ BW = 10 MHz; (c) Without compensation @ 

BW = 80 MHz; (d) With compensation @ BW = 80 MHz. 
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A range of tests were performed using the LTE signals generated by the AWG 

as input while the output is monitored on a MUTC photodetector at 60 mA photocurrent, 

see Figure 3.13 for the test results. The noise floor of this link is dominated by the 

relative intensity noise (RIN) of the laser which is proportional to the square of 

photocurrent. ACLR1 without compensation remains the same around -44 dBc for 

different bandwidths mainly because of the strong IMD3 introduced by high modulation 

depth. When a secondary channel is used to cancel the IMD3, ACLR1 is improved by 

19.2 dB for a 10 MHz LTE signal, 15.4 dB for a 40 MHz LTE signal, and 9.3 dB for a 

97 MHz LTE signal, at the cost of approximately 2 dB power penalty. Notably, ACLR 

improvement gets smaller when the input signal bandwidth increases. This can be 

explained by the ACLR degradation from the DAC. As the DAC outputs constant RF 

power, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drops if the signal bandwidth is increased. We 

can see from Figure 3.12 that the spectrum regrowth in both (b) and (d) is minimized 

even if the ACLR improvements are different. As a result, the reduction of ACLR1 

improvement is a limitation of the implementation but not the technique. With a better 

DAC, the improvement of 19.2 dB would be the same for LTE signals with different 

bandwidths. Compared with the ACLR1 at the MZM input, the ACLR1 with 

compensation is degraded by approximately 7-11 dB. There are a few factors that 

account for this degradation: (1) quadrature DC bias deviation, (2) laser power 

fluctuation, (3) optical or RF pathlength mismatch, (4) reduced SNR due to the DAC’s 

limitations. 
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Figure 3.13: LTE signals with different bandwidths are tested using parallel modulator 

configuration; data is measured at photodetector with/without IMD3 

compensation. ACLR1 improvement denotes the ACLR1 gained by 

suppressing the IMD3. ACLR1 degradation denotes the SNR loss 

attributed to link noise figure. 

Although the IMD3 cannot be completely suppressed, the ACLR1 of this 

linearized link is still 10 dB above the 3GPP minimum requirement (44.2 dB), while 

ACLR1 without compensation is at the borderline of this requirement. For comparison, 

the ACLR1 reported in a 60-GHz microwave transmitter for a 20 MHz LTE signal is -

50 dBc [25], and the ACLR1 measured for a 20 MHz LTE signal is -56.5 dBc using 

digital predistortion [11]. According to the data presented in this section, it is confirmed 

that this two-wavelength MZM linearization technique can be used to generate and 

transmit LTE signals with both high fidelity and high power, e.g., -63.2 dBc and 
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4.7 dBm for a 10 MHz LTE signal at 60 mA photocurrent. The signal at the output of 

the photodetector fully meets the 3GPP requirement on ACLR and this technique can 

be used in analog photonic links for telecommunication. 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter summarizes existing MZM linearization techniques using two 

wavelengths. Then the differences between optically coherent and optically incoherent 

linearization technique are compared. Based on the incoherent linearization, a system 

including two MZMs in parallel, driven by two separate lasers to suppress the IMD3 

and improve the linearity of photonic RF signal generation, is proposed and 

investigated. A theoretical model is developed to investigate the optimum conditions to 

get full suppression on IMD3. MATLAB simulations further demonstrated and verified 

how IMD3 is suppressed at different RF and optical power ratios.  

Later, a photonic link is built to investigate this two-wavelength linearization 

experimentally. Both RF pathlength and optical pathlength are matched with the help 

of a network analyzer, so the 180-degree phase can be secured by biasing two MZMs at 

opposite quadratures. Lastly, LTE signals with bandwidth from 10 MHz to 97 MHz are 

generated using a 16-bit DAC and transmitted by the linearized analog photonic link. 

Compared to a conventional MZM configuration, ACLR1 is improved by 

approximately 9-19 dB (depending on the signal bandwidth) in the parallel MZMs 

configuration using two-wavelength linearization technique, at the cost of 2 dB power 

penalty.  
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TWO-POLARIZATION MZM LINEARIZATION 

Similar to the two-wavelength Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) linearization 

technique, the two-polarization linearization technique described in this chapter is also 

based on optically incoherent combination. However, this technique has a reduced cost 

because only one laser is used.  

In this chapter, the existing two-polarization MZM linearization techniques are 

introduced, and then an MZM linearization technique using a polarization beam 

combiner (PBC) is proposed followed by theoretical analysis. Later, a two-tone test is 

conducted to investigate the benefit from this two-polarization linearization where 

various link parameters are measured and compared. Lastly, LTE signal transmission 

over such a linearized link is tested. Significant ACLR improvement can be achieved 

using this two-polarization linearization technique. 

4.1 Introduction 

To avoid the stringent requirement on the power ratio and phase vibration in 

optically coherent linearization, optically incoherent linearization approaches using two 

different optical wavelengths have been investigated [93], [95], [102]. However, the 

two-wavelength approach requires two lasers, which increases overall cost and 

decreases spectral efficiency. As an alternative, an incoherent linearization approach, 

using two-polarizations has been proposed and investigated [103]–[105]. Haas presents 

a phase-modulated RF optical link with suppressed third-order intermodulation 

Chapter 4 
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distortion (IMD3) using two polarizations [103]. In his work, the anisotropic 

electrooptic coefficient of lithium niobate (LiNbO3) is used to simultaneously modulate 

two orthogonally polarized fields and two free-space linear polarizers are placed before 

and after the link to precisely control the optical power split or combine ratio to suppress 

IMD3. It was experimentally demonstrated that such configurations suppress third-

order distortion to the point where the spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is limited 

by fifth-order nonlinearities. Using a similar concept, Masella presented a linearized 

optical single-sideband (SSB) MZM link with 15 dB SFDR improvement compared to 

a conventional MZM link [104]. More recently, Zhu presented a linearized link based 

on an integrated dual-polarization modulator, consisting of two z-cut LiNbO3 MZMs, a 

PBC, and a polarization beam splitter (PBS). An adjustable polarization controller is 

placed in front of the modulator to control the optical power fed into the two parallel-

MZMs. The unbalanced modulation indexes along with the two orthogonal 

polarizations are used to generate two RF signals that have different linear responses 

and equal third-order responses. Simulated results show 30.6 dB IMD3 suppression and 

22 dB improvement of SFDR [105].  

While the existing two-polarization approaches provide considerable 

improvement in SFDR, they all suffer from high power penalty which can be 11 dB 

compared to a conventional link. The power penalty is determined by the RF or optical 

power ratio where higher ratio gives lower power penalty. However, in the previous 

two-polarization linearized links, the RF power ratio is fixed at 1/3 in a LiNbO3 

modulator. In addition, the use of the free-space polarization controller may 

compromise the link’s resistance to vibration and the convenience of electronic control. 
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In order to minimize the power penalty and eliminate the use of a free-space 

polarization controller, this chapter presents a linearized link based on optically 

incoherent combination where a fiber-based PBC and two MZMs operating in parallel 

are used. With the help of a polarization beam combiner, two modulated optical signals 

are coupled into the two orthogonal polarizations of a polarization maintaining (PM) 

fiber. In so doing, two independent links are formed before they arrive at a photodetector 

and their relative phase is independent of environment temperature or vibration. 

4.2 Principle of two-polarization linearization 

The schematic of the investigated link is shown in Figure 4.1. In this system, a 

highly linear-polarized optical carrier is generated by a packaged laser diode and 

launched into a PM fiber. The optical carrier is then split with controllable splitting ratio 

and fed into two parallel MZMs, namely the primary and the secondary MZM, see 

Figure 4.1. The primary MZM is used for data modulation while the secondary MZM 

is used to compensate nonlinear distortion. A tunable optical splitter is used to control 

the optical power ratio while a tunable RF splitter is used to tune the RF power splitting 

ratio. By properly adjusting optical and RF power splitting ratios, we can equalize the 

IMD3 in the two parallel MZMs.  

Meanwhile, the relative phase in the generated IMDs between two MZMs may 

be adjusted independently by applying different DC bias voltage. In particular, a π-phase 

shift may be obtained by biasing the two MZMs at opposite quadratures. The two 

modulated outputs are orthogonally combined into the slow and fast axes of a PM fiber 

by means of a PBC. The combined optical signals are fed into a single-mode Erbium-

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to equally amplify both polarizations, and the EDFA 

output is launched into a single-mode fiber for signal transmission.  
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At the receiving end of the optical link, the optical fiber is coupled to a high-

speed modified uni-traveling-carrier (MUTC) photodetector. Since the two optical 

signals are orthogonal to one another, they are independently detected by the 

photodetector so as to produce two RF signals, which combine at the output. Since the 

two RF signals are out-of-phase, they combine destructively. To maximally suppress 

the IMD3, the RF and optical splitters are adjusted to produce identical amplitudes of 

the IMD3; biasing the MZMs in opposite quadratures ensures that the signals are out of 

phase. In addition, an optimization is conducted to realize maximum IMD3 suppression 

but minimum power penalty in the recovered RF signal. 

 

Figure 4.1: A linearized microwave photonic link assisted by fiber-based polarization 

beam combiner. LD: Laser diode, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, 

PD: photodetector, ESA: Electrical spectrum analyzer. 

To provide a quantitative measure of IMD3 suppression, the link is formally 

analyzed. First, since the electro-optic modulators are configured as push-pull MZMs, 
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the electric fields in the primary and secondary channels before the optical combiner, 

see Figure 4.1, can be expressed as: 

 {
𝐸𝑝 = 𝐸𝐿𝐷

𝑝 𝑒𝑗𝜔0𝑡cos (
𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝
+𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝

2
)   

𝐸𝑠 = 𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑠 𝑒𝑗𝜔0𝑡cos (

𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠 +𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠

2
)  ,

 (4.1) 

where 𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑝 𝑒𝑗𝜔0𝑡 and 𝐸𝐿𝐷

𝑠 𝑒𝑗𝜔0𝑡 are the electric fields of the optical source in the primary 

and secondary channels, 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝

 and 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠  are the phases introduced by DC bias signals, 

whereas 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝
 and 𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠  are the modulation phases introduced by the RF drive signals that 

can be expressed as: 

 

{
 

 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 =

𝜋𝑉𝑝
𝑝
𝑣(𝑡)

𝑉𝜋_𝑟𝑓
,  𝑉𝑝

𝑝 = 𝑘√𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝 /𝑍0 

𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 =

𝜋𝑉𝑝
𝑠𝑣(𝑡)

𝑉𝜋_𝑟𝑓
,  𝑉𝑝

𝑠 = 𝑘√𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠 /𝑍0 .

 (4.2) 

The RF signal powers fed into the modulators are 𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝

 and  𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠 , 𝑣(𝑡)  is the 

normalized time-domain waveform, and 𝑘 is the factor to convert root mean square 

(RMS) voltage to peak voltage (𝑉𝑝
𝑝
 and 𝑉𝑝

𝑠). As a result, the combined, time-dependent 

optical power before the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is:  

 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
1

2
[𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑠 + 𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠 )) + 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝 (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑𝑑𝑐

𝑝 + 𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 ))]  . (4.3) 

Given quadrature phase bias conditions 𝜑𝑑𝑐
𝑝 =

𝜋

2
,  𝜑𝑑𝑐

𝑠 = −
𝜋

2
, the total 

photocurrent on the photodetector is: 

 𝐼𝑅𝐹 =
1

2
ℛ𝐺𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴(𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 + 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠 − 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 + 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 ) , (4.4) 

where ℛ is the responsivity of the photodetector and 𝐺𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴 is the gain of the EDFA. 

Taylor expanding the sine functions, and keeping only the fundamental and third-order 

terms, yields the RF photocurrent as:  
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 𝐼𝑅𝐹 =
1

2
ℛ𝐺𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴 (𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑠 (𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 −

(𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑠 )

3

6
) − 𝑃𝐿𝐷

𝑝 (𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝 −

(𝜑𝑟𝑓
𝑝
)
3

6
))  . (4.5) 

 To completely suppress the third-order intermodulation terms, 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠 ∙ (𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑠 )
3
 and 

𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝 ∙ (𝜑𝑟𝑓

𝑝 )
3
must be equal. Since the RF modulation phase is linearly proportional to 

the square root of input RF power, as shown in Equation 4.2, the optimum optical and 

RF power relationship to eliminate the IDM3 completely is 

 (
𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝

𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝 )

2

= (
𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑓
𝑝 )

3

. (4.6) 

Note that Equation 4.6 allows non-zero linear response as long as 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑠  differs 

from 𝑃𝐿𝐷
𝑝

. The above equation can also be expressed in decibel scale: 

 2 ∙ ∆𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 [𝑑𝐵] = 3 ∙ ∆𝑃𝑟𝑓 [𝑑𝐵] , (4.7) 

which can be used as a guide to balance the IMD3 of the two MZMs. 

In this section we report on a two-tone test carried out using the linearized link 

to demonstrate IMD3 suppression and link performance improvement. In addition, a 

subset of the two-tone test is conducted at different photocurrents to compare the gain, 

noise figure, (third-order intercept point) OIP3, and SFDR between a conventional 

intensity-modulation direct-detection (IMDD) link and this linearized link. Lastly, LTE 

signals of various bandwidths are transmitted over this two-polarization linearized link 

to investigate its potential applications in telecommunication, where adjacent channel 

leakage ratio (ACLR) is used as the figure of merit [106]. 

4.3 Two-Tone Test 

The experimental setup for a two-tone test is depicted in Figure 4.2. A 100-mW 

tunable laser with high polarization purity is used as optical source. The generated 

optical signal is delivered by a PM fiber to maintain its initial polarization state. A 50/50 
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power splitter is used to split the optical signal and a variable optical attenuator (VOA) 

is inserted before the secondary MZM to precisely control the optical power ratio 

between the two MZMs. Two single-tone sinusoidal signals are generated by two RF 

synthesizers (National Instrument QuickSyn Synthesizer). The generated RF signals are 

combined and then split to drive the two MZMs. A tunable RF attenuator is placed 

before the primary MZM to achieve an asymmetric RF drive. The maximum allowed 

power of the RF input is determined by the RF halfwave voltage (𝑉𝜋_𝑟𝑓) of the MZMs 

because over-drive can lead to signal clipping distortion. Using commercial MZM bias 

control boards with feedback loops, the primary and secondary MZMs are biased at 

positive and negative quadratures, respectively, to achieve a 180-degree phase 

difference. However, the phase may be tuned if the optical or RF pathlength between 

two channels differ. In this test, an RF-pathlength-match cable is placed before the 

secondary MZM to compensate the additional path length from the insertion of an RF 

attenuator. The optical pathlength also needs to be matched to maintain the 180-degree 

phase difference. The pathlength difference before the MZM, such as the VOA on the 

secondary channel, is not considered because it happens prior to the RF modulation. 

However, the optical path length is critical after the MZM. To better control the 180-

degree phase, two optical true time delay lines are inserted before the PBC to provide 

an additional pathlength adjustment. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of a two-tone test on the linearized link. LD: laser, 

VOA: variable optical attenuator, ESA: electrical spectrum analyzer. 

In this two-tone test, the laser wavelength is set to 1557.62 nm and the power is 

set to 100 mW. As two RF signals are 993 MHz and 997 MHz, respectively, the third 

order intermodulation can be observed at 989 MHz (2𝑓1 − 𝑓2) and 1001 MHz (2𝑓2 −

𝑓1). Following Equation 4.6, the optical and RF power splitting ratio equal to 3:2 is 

selected for the best IMD3 suppression. Accordingly, the optical powers of the primary 

and the secondary channels are set to 16 dBm and 6 dBm with 10 dB imbalance, 

whereas the RF powers are set to -1.0 dBm and 5.7 dBm to yield 6.7 dB imbalance. 

With the help of the PBC, the modulated optical signals from the two channels become 

orthogonal. They are amplified equally by a single-mode EDFA which produces 27 

dBm optical power at the output. Lastly, the amplified optical signals are controlled by 

a variable optical attenuator and feed to an MUTC photodetector for data recovery. 
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Figure 4.3: RF Spectra detected on the photodetector at 60 mA photocurrent. Third 

order distortions on the primary and secondary channel are balanced. 

About 39.2 dB suppression is observed when two optical signals are 

combined. 

To better illustrate the IMD3 suppression, RF spectra detected on the 

photodetector at different conditions are shown in Figure 4.3. The primary spectrum 

(MZM1) is detected when no RF signal is fed to the lower MZM, the secondary 

spectrum (MZM2) is detected when no RF signal is fed to the upper MZM, while 

combined spectrum (MZM1&2) is detected when both MZMs are driven. The 

secondary and combined spectra are shifted by 1 MHz and 2 MHz respectively for 

easier comparison. As is shown in Figure 4.3, IMD3s at 989 MHz and 1001 MHz are 

equal at MZM1 and MZM2, but they are suppressed by 39.2 dB after they are combined 
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with 180-degree phase shift. With significant improvement in IMD3 suppression, there 

is only 2.3 dB power penalty for the fundamental frequencies. The RF power penalty 

can be improved if both the RF and optical power ratios between the two MZMs are 

increased. However, there are constraints that limit further increase of the power 

splitting ratio: 1) the maximum allowed optical power of the electro-optic modulators, 

typically 100 mW for most commercial MZMs; 2) the RF inputs are limited by the half-

wave voltage of the electro-optic modulators to avoid signal clipping. 

4.4 Link Parameter Characterization 

The figures of merit to determine the performance of an analog photonic link 

include gain, noise figure, output third-order intercept point (OIP3) and SFDR. All these 

parameters can be measured and calculated based on a two-tone test. As shown in 

Figure 4.4, the test is performed at ~1 GHz, with 𝑓1 = 993 MHz and 𝑓2 = 997 MHz, 

and the input RF signal power varied from -5 dBm to 10 dBm. Fundamental and IMD3 

are measured accordingly for the different power levels while the noise floor is 

measured when the RF input is turned off.  
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Figure 4.4: Two-tone test at 1 GHz. Black diamonds correspond to linear response 

without compensation, blue squares correspond to IMD3 without 

compensation, red dots correspond to linear response with compensation, 

magenta stars correspond to IMD3 with compensation, and the green 

dashed line at the bottom represents link’s noise floor. 

4.4.1 Gain 

The gain of an external intensity modulation with direct detection (IMDD) link 

is given in [107]. If the modulator is biased at quadrature, the gain can be estimated 

using: 

 G[dB] = −22.1 + 20log (
𝐼𝑑𝑐[𝑚𝐴]

𝑉𝜋[𝑉]
) , (4.8) 

where 𝐼𝑑𝑐 is the photocurrent and 𝑉𝜋 is the half-wave voltage of the MZM. As 𝑉𝜋 of the 

modulator under test is 2.0 V at 1 GHz, the calculated gain of the a conventional IMDD 
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link is listed in Table 4.1. On the other hand, the link gain can also be calculated using 

the measured data from Figure 4.4 and these results are listed in Table 4.1 as well. The 

measured gain of the uncompensated link matches well the result calculated using 

Equation 4.8, where the measured gain of the compensated link is about 1.1~1.7 dB 

lower. With the help of an EDFA and a high-power MUTC photodetector [101], this 

linearized link has 6 dB gain at 60 mA photocurrent. 

Table 4.1: Link gain at different photocurrents 

 30 mA 40 mA 50 mA 60 mA 

IMDD 

(Calculated) 
1.4 dB 3.9 dB 5.9 dB 7.4 dB 

W/o Compensation 

（Measured） 
1.5 dB 3.9 dB 5.6 dB 7.7 dB 

W/ Compensation 

（Measured） 
-0.1 dB 2.6 dB 4.5 dB 6.0 dB 

4.4.2 Noise Figure 

According to [107], the noise figure of an analog photonic link at room 

temperature (290 K) can be calculated using: 

 𝑁𝐹(𝑑𝐵) = 174 + 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡[𝑑𝐵𝑚/𝐻𝑧] − 𝐺(𝑑𝐵) , (4.9) 

where 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the total output noise power spectral density and G is gain of the link. 

With 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡 and G already known, the measured noise figures of both compensated and 

uncompensated link can be calculated, see Table 4.2. On the other hand, the noise figure 

of an ideal conventional IMDD link biased at quadrature can be calculated using [107]:  

 𝑁𝐹(𝑑𝐵) = 196.1 − 20𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝐼𝑑𝑐[𝑚𝐴]

𝑉𝜋[𝑉]
) + 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡 [

𝑑𝐵𝑚

𝐻𝑧
]  . (4.10) 
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Given 𝐼𝑑𝑐 and 𝑉𝜋, the noise figure for IMDD link can be calculated and is also 

listed in Table 4.2. According to this table, the noise figure of the link without 

compensation behaves in a way similar to a conventional IMDD link while the 

linearized link has 1.0~1.7 dB higher noise figure. Based on Equation 4.9, the increase 

in the noise figure is found to be due to the decrease of link gain. The noise figure can 

be improved by using a balanced photodetector for detection or by exploiting the low 

bias technique [108]. 

Table 4.2: Noise figure at different photocurrents 

 30 mA 40 mA 50 mA 60 mA 

IMDD 

(Calculated) 
29.5 dB 29.3 dB 29.3 dB 29.2 dB 

W/o Compensation 

（Measured） 
29.4 dB 29.3 dB 29.7 dB 29.0 dB 

W/ Compensation 

（Measured） 
31.0 dB 30.6 dB 30.7 dB 30.7 dB 

4.4.3 OIP3 and OIP5 

As shown in Figure 4.4, in the compensated link, the slope of the 

intermodulation-product power as a function of the input power changes from 3 to 5, 

and the link then becomes fifth order limited. The third order intercept point of a 

quadrature-biased conventional link is given in [107] as: 

 𝑂𝐼𝑃3[𝑑𝐵𝑚] = −13 + 20𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼𝑑𝑐[𝑚𝐴]) . (4.11) 

The OIP3 estimated using Equation 4.11 for the IMDD link and measured for 

the un-compensated link as well as the OIP5 for the compensated link are given in 

Table 4.3. According to the table, the measured OIP3 of the uncompensated link 

matches well with the simulated results while the intercept point of a compensated link 
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is ~5 dB lower. Although the OIP5 of the linearized link is lower than the OIP3 of a 

conventional link, the linearized link has lower intermodulation for different levels of 

RF inputs especially for the low range, see Figure 4.4. Hence, the performance of the 

linearized link is not degraded even with a lower fifth-order output intercept point. 

Table 4.3: OIP3 and OPI5 at different photocurrents 

  30 mA 40 mA 50 mA 60 mA 

OIP3 
IMDD 

(Calculated) 
16.5 dBm 19.0 dBm 21.0 dBm 22.6 dBm 

OIP3 
W/o Compensation 

（Measured） 
17.9 dBm 20.3 dBm 21.8 dBm 24.4 dBm 

OIP5 
W/ Compensation 

（Measured） 
12.3 dBm 14.9 dBm 16.7 dBm 17.3 dBm 

4.4.4 SFDR 

According to [107], if bias current 𝐼𝑑𝑐  and spectral noise density 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡  are 

known, the third order spurious-free dynamic range of an IMDD link can be calculated 

using: 

 𝑆𝐹𝐷𝑅3 [𝑑𝐵 ∙ 𝐻𝑧
2

3] = −8.7 +
40

3
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼𝑑𝑐[𝑚𝐴]) −

2

3
𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡 [

𝑑𝐵𝑚

𝐻𝑧
] . (12) 

Beside this numerical approach, SFDR can also be obtained by curve fitting which is 

illustrated in Figure 4.4. As shown in Table 4.4, the SFDRs calculated using Equation 

4.12 (conventional IMDD link) match well those obtained by curve fitting (measured 

without predistortion) whereas SFDR is improved by 17 dB in the linearized link 

(measured with predistortion). 
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Table 4.4: SFDR at different photocurrents 

 30 mA 40 mA 50 mA 60 mA 

IMDD 

(Calculated) 

106.4 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

106.5 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

106.5 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

106.5 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

W/o Compensation 

（Measured） 

107.3 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

107.4 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

107.1 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

107.5 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧2/3 

W/ Compensation 

（Measured） 

124.3 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧4/5 

124.6 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧4/5 

124.4 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧4/5 

124.3 

𝑑𝐵/𝐻𝑧4/5 

 

According to Figure 4.4, link’s spectral noise density rises from -143.1 dBm/Hz 

to -137.6 dBm/Hz when the photocurrent increases from 30 mA to 60 mA. At the same 

time, the linear response increases by 6 dB and, as a result, SFDR remains unchanged. 

The independence of SFDR from the photocurrent indicates that, in this case, the link is 

RIN limited.  

To summarize, the link parameters of a quadrature biased IMDD link are 

calculated, measured, and compared to that of this dual-polarization linearized link. 

When the secondary MZM is not driven by an RF signal, the measured link parameters 

match well with an ideal quadrature biased IMDD link. Once the secondary MZM is 

used for IMD3 compensation, the link gain decreases by 1.1~1.7 dB, the noise figure 

increases by 1.0~1.7 dB, the output intercept point drops by ~5 dB, and the SFDR 

increases by 17 dB.  

4.5 LTE signal transmission on two-polarization linearized link 

Since the targeted application of the proposed link is next-generation wireless 

communications, the transmission of LTE signals with different instantaneous 

bandwidths is demonstrated. According to the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), high-band, mid-band, and low-band will be deployed in 5G [109]. The high-

band is understood as 24 GHz and above, the mid-band spans roughly in the range from 
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2.5 GHz to 4.2 GHz, whereas the low-band covers frequencies of a few hundred MHz. 

In general, higher carrier frequencies can handle higher data rates but have smaller 

coverage compared because of free space loss. To probe the application of the linearized 

link in low-band 5G, LTE signals with different bandwidths are tested at an intermediate 

frequency (IF) of 1 GHz. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, this setup is similar to the two-tone test setup except 

for the generation and feed of RF signals. Using a 16-bit digital-to-analog (DAC) 

converter (DAC34SH84), high-quality LTE baseband signals are generated. The 

baseband signals are then shifted to an intermediate frequency using onboard RF mixers 

(TRF3705) to 1 GHz, where the intermediate frequency is generated by an external RF 

synthesizer. 

 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of LTE signal generation and transmission over an analog 

photonic link where the two-polarization linearization technique is used. 

LO: local oscillator, DAC: digital-to-analog converter. 

The LTE signals are generated in the same way as described in chapter 3. An 

LTE waveform of 20 MHz bandwidth is defined in MATLAB with a sampling rate of 
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153.6 MHz. By controlling the DAC sampling rate, LTE signals with different 

bandwidths can be generated. For example, LTE signals with bandwidths of 10~97 MHz 

can be generated by setting the external clock (twice the sampling rate) to 

153.6~1489.92 MHz.  

An RF power divider is used to split the LTE signal and feed the upper and lower 

MZMs. Limited by the DAC, the generated LTE signal has an output power at -7 dBm. 

Moreover, the RF power divider adds 6 dB insertion loss which reduces the RF input at 

the MZM to -13.5 dBm. To get more RF power from the link, the modulation depth is 

increased by putting two low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) after the RF power divider. The 

LNA is not placed before the RF power divider because ACLR can degrade significantly 

due to the nonlinearity arise from the RF power divider. Two LNAs with 20 dB gain 

and 40 dBm OIP3 at 1 GHz are used. With -13.5 dBm input power, both LNAs operate 

at linear region. The distortion attributed to the MZM can be observed with the help of 

an electrical spectrum analyzer where the test is conducted in terms of ACLR. 

As shown in Figure 4.5, the IMD3 can be equalized by adjusting the RF and 

optical power ratio using the variable RF and optical attenuators. The upper MZM 

provides the photodetector with the main signal while the lower MZM provides the 

photodetector with the IMD3 cancellation signal. The outputs from the two MZMs are 

combined with a PBC into orthogonal polarizations. To amplify two orthogonal optical 

signals equally, a single-mode EDFA is used. According to Equation 4.6, the optical 

and RF power ratio was set to 10 dB and 6.7dB to minimize IMD3. With the help of 

high-power MUTC photodetectors, the DC photocurrent can be set to 60mA an achieve 

6-7 dB link gain. 
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For illustration, measured spectra using 10 MHz and 80 MHz LTE signals are 

given in Figure 4.6. The spectral regrowth is significant in (a) and (c) when the 

secondary channel is not used, resulting in ACLR1 at -46 dBc. As the ACLR 

requirement of LTE base station is -44.2 dBc [62], the link can barely meet the 

requirement even if RF input is slightly increased. In contrast, as seen in (b) and (d), 

ACLR1 in the linearized link reaches -65.6 dB and -59.5 dB, which marks an ACLR1 

improvement by 19.6 dB and 13.0 dB for 10MHz and 80MHz LTE signal, respectively. 

This ACLR1 improvement comes at a small cost of ~2 dB power penalty for both cases.  

Comparing (a) and (c) in Figure 4.6, the integrated fundamental power remains 

the same because the DAC operates at constant output power mode. The measured 

ACLR1s are similar because the first adjacent power is dominated by IMD3, which is 

similar in conventional IMDD link. However, ACLR2s have a 8.6 dB difference 

because the second adjacent channel is dominated by the noise floor. In this experiment, 

the noise floor is dominated by laser RIN noise and it remains the same if photocurrent 

is fixed at 60 mA. For example, the integrated RF power over the second channel 

increased by 9 dB when the bandwidth increased from 10 MHz to 80 MHz, which is 

consistent with the measured 8.6 dB difference. Comparing (b) and (d) in Figure 4.6, a 

similar phenomenon can be found for the fundamental power and ACLR2. However, 

the ACLR1 has about 6 dB difference because the first adjacent channel power is 

dominated by the noise floor and the residue of IMD3. 
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Figure 4.6: LTE signals with an intermediate frequency of 1 GHz are generated when 

DC photocurrent is 60 mA. (a) Without compensation @ BW = 10 MHz; 

(b) With compensation @ BW = 10 MHz; (c) Without compensation @ 

BW = 80 MHz; (d) With compensation @ BW = 80 MHz. 
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To investigate the linearization technique for broad bandwidth applications, 

LTE signals with various bandwidths are tested. Note that ACLR1 and ACLR2 degrades 

with the increase of signal bandwidth regardless of IMD3. When generating LTE signals 

with different bandwidths, the integrated RF power over the entire RF spectrum remains 

the same because the DAC has a fixed total output power. Thus, when the bandwidth of 

the LTE signal increases, the power spectrum density (PSD) decreases accordingly, 

resulting in a degradation of SNR or ACLR. This phenomenon adds complexity to the 

result, so the ACLR1 at the MZM RF port is used as the baseline and plotted in 

Figure 4.7 (a) as ‘MZM input’. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.7 (a), the ACLR1 remains the same at -46 dBc in 

conventional IMDD links when LTE signals with different bandwidths are used. In an 

unlinearized link, the integrated power in the first adjacent channel is dominated by 

IMD3 because it is much stronger than noise floor. As a result, the ACLR1 remains the 

same because the power spectrum density in the center and the first adjacent channel 

change at the same ratio when signal bandwidth is increased. In a linearized link, the 

integrated power in the first adjacent channel is determined by the residue of the IMD3 

and the noise floor which have similar power levels. When the LTE signal bandwidth 

is increased, the power spectrum density drops accordingly in the center channel but 

drops slightly in the first adjacent channel because the noise floor remains unchanged. 

As a result, the ACLR1 degrades if the LTE signal bandwidth is increased as shown in 

Figure 4.7(a). When the third-order nonlinearity is compensated using a secondary 

channel, the ACLR1 is improved by 19.6 dB, 15.6 dB, and 11.8 dB for LTE signals with 

bandwidths of 10 MHz, 40 MHz, and 97 MHz, respectively. The tradeoff to get the 

linearized performance is ~ 2 dB power reduction. 
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Figure 4.7: a) ALCR1 of LTE signals with different bandwidths are tested in a 

linearized link and an unlinearized link. b.) ACLR degradation which 

represents the ACLR difference between the MZM input and the 

photodetector output. 
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Although IMD3 is almost completely suppressed in both Figure 4.6 (b) and (d), 

the measured ACLR1 is quite different. Notably, it is not accurate to evaluate the 

linearization performance by utilizing ACLR1 only. As an alternative, the ACLR1 at 

the input of MZM is used as a reference, which is plotted in Figure 4.7 (a). To better 

illustrate the significance of the proposed linearization technique, the ACLR1 

degradation between the IMDD link input and output are plotted in Figure 4.7 (b). For 

an LTE signal with various bandwidths, the ACLR1 is degraded by 19~26 dB in a 

conventional IMDD link while it is only degraded by 6~8 dB in a linearized link. The 

degradation is attributed to link’s noise figure due to the laser RIN and the EDFA 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise.  

According to Figure 4.7 (a), the measured ACLR1 in the proposed link ranges 

from -65 dBc to -58 dBc, which is over 13 dB better than the 3GPP minimum 

requirement. For comparison, Table 4.5 lists the performance of all three types of MZM 

linearization technique using a 20 MHz LTE signal. In the digital predistortion, the 

ACLR1 of generated signal is 6-7 dB worse than the optical linearization technique, but 

it gives the highest RF power at 60 mA photocurrent because the carrier to sideband 

power ratio is optimized. The two-wavelength and two-polarization linearization 

techniques have similar performances, and both have excellent ACLR and ~5 dB RF 

power. 

Table 4.5: ACLR1 comparison for a 20 MHz LTE Signal 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

ACLR1 

(dBc) 

Power 

(dBm) 

Photocurrent 

(mA) 
Linearization method 

1.06 -56.5 10.6 60 Digital predistortion 

1.0 -62.6 4.8 60 Two wavelengths 

1.0 -63.8 4.4 60 Two polarizations 
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4.6 Summary 

A linearized analog photonic link, which is based on two separate MZMs in 

parallel and a polarization beam combiner, is presented. A mathematical model is 

derived to estimate the conditions whereby IMD3 can be suppressed by combining two 

out-of-phase RF signals. To verify this approach experimentally, a two-tone test is 

performed to demonstrate that IMD3 can be suppressed by 39.2 dB at the cost of 2.3 dB 

power penalty. A set of two-tone tests at 1 GHz is performed at various photocurrents 

to characterize the link in terms of gain, noise figure, OIP3, OIP5, and SFDR. It is 

experimentally verified that the measured results of the conventional link match well 

with the theoretical prediction. When the dual-polarization linearization technique is 

used, the SFDR is increased by about 17 dB at the cost of 1.1~1.7 dB gain penalty and 

1.0~1.7 dB noise figure increase. Meanwhile, LTE signals with bandwidths of 10~97 

MHz are delivered by this linearized link. With the dual-polarization linearization 

technique, ACLR1 is improved by 11.8~19.6 dB at the cost of approximately 2 dB 

power penalty compared to a conventional IMDD link. 
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PHOTODETECTOR NONLINEARITY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

When photodetectors are used for telecommunication, their intrinsic 

nonlinearities become very important. In this chapter, the methodologies of 

photodetector nonlinearity measurement are compared. According to the comparison, 

three-tone test using external modulation scheme seems to have the best accuracy. 

Consequently, a three-one photodetector nonlinearity test setup is integrated. After 

proper calibration, third-order output intercept point (OIP3) of modified uni-travelling 

carrier (MUTC) photodetectors is tested under different photocurrents, bias voltages, 

and frequencies. 

5.1 Introduction 

The nonlinear performance of a photodetector can be measured using two 

methods: two-tone test and three-tone test. The response of a two-tone test is illustrated 

in Figure 5.1 (a), where 𝑓1  and 𝑓2  are RF input. The high order harmonics and 

intermodulation above 2𝑓1  introduce negligible influence on the fundamental signal 

because they are far away from the fundamental frequencies. However, the third-order 

intermodulation (IMD3) frequencies at 2𝑓1 − 𝑓2  and 2𝑓2 − 𝑓1  are so close to the 

fundamental signal that it cannot be filtered. In a two-tone test, the fundamental and 

IMD3 frequencies are monitored simultaneously and the OIP3 can be calculated 

according to Figure 1.10. Similarly, the three-tone test response is illustrated in Figure 

5.1 (b), where there are nine IMD3 frequencies near the fundamental frequency. We 

Chapter 5 
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only monitor the frequencies at 𝑓1 + 𝑓2 − 𝑓3 , 𝑓1 + 𝑓3 − 𝑓2  and 𝑓2 + 𝑓3 − 𝑓1  because 

they include no second order responses, such as 2𝑓1, 2𝑓2, or 2𝑓3. 

 

Figure 5.1:  The frequency response of a nonlinear device using (a) two-tone test and 

(b) three-tone test. 

There are three schemes to implement the above two methods to photodetector 

nonlinearity measurement, i.e., the frequencies can be generated by direct modulated 

optical source [110], [111], heterodyne source [112], or external modulation [113]. An 

illustration of those schemes is given in Figure 5.2, where both two-tone and three-tone 

test system are included. A five-laser two-tone test setup is shown in Figure 5.2 (a) 

where two pair of lasers are used to generate two frequencies while a fifth laser is used 
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to maintain constant optical power on the photodetector. This approach requires 

accurate control on laser wavelengths because of thermal drift. Laser wavelength 

locking technique is needed sometimes which further complicates the system. A four-

laser three-tone setup is shown in Figure 5.2 (b) where three tones are generated by three 

directly modulated lasers and the fourth laser is used to maintain constant optical power 

on the photodetector too. The potential limiting factor of this approach is the 

nonlinearity arises from the laser. Lastly, a two-lase two-tone test system is shown in 

Figure 5.2 (c) where two frequencies are generated by two external modulators. 

Although this method has the simplest structure, the measurement accuracy is degraded 

by the nonlinear response from the electro-optic modulator. One of the most accurate 

and effective way to measure the photodetector nonlinearity is using three-tone test in 

combine with external modulation. This approach is reported in [113], where four lasers 

are used. Based on this approach, we optimized it, where the number of lasers and 

EDFAs is reduced. 
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Figure 5.2: Three types of modulation scheme: a) heterodyne two-tone test system, 

b) direct modulated laser three-tone system, c) external modulated two-

tone system. 
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5.2 Three-tone system theory and simulation 

The optimized three-tone system using external modulation is illustrated in 

Figure 5.3. Three tunable lasers are set to different wavelengths so the optical 

intermodulation has no impact on the photodetector test. The optical carriers are then 

modulated by three MZMs with frequencies at 𝑓1, 𝑓2, and 𝑓3, and the modulators are 

biased to quadrature to minimize its nonlinearity. Then three modulated optical signals 

are amplified by an EDFA that has automatic power control. As the output of the 

Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is constant when RF input is changed, a fourth 

laser to maintain constant photocurrent is not required. The output of the EDFA is 

maintained at constant power to minimize the EDFA nonlinearity. As an alternative, a 

passive optical attenuator is used to control the optical power injected into the 

photodetector. The photodetector nonlinearity can be measured at different 

photocurrents, frequencies, and bias voltages using this configuration. When the RF 

output on the photodetector is very strong, the electrical spectrum analyzer can 

introduce nonlinear distortion. In order to overcome this problem and increase the range 

of OIP3 the system can measure, an RF attenuator is added at the input of the electrical 

spectrum analyzer. 

In the push-pull MZM configuration, the first order optical response of MZM 

can be written as: 

 {
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑃𝐿𝐷𝑖𝐿𝑖[1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙𝑑𝑐𝑖)𝐽1(𝑚𝑖) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑖𝑡)]

𝜙𝑑𝑐 =
𝜋𝑉𝑑𝑐

𝑉𝜋,𝑑𝑐
   𝑚𝑖 =

𝜋𝑉𝑟𝑓𝑖

𝑉𝜋,𝑟𝑓𝑖
   𝜔𝑖 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑓𝑖 ,      

 (5.1) 
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Figure 5.3: A three-tone photodetector nonlinearity test system based on external 

modulation and an EDFA with automatic gain control. 

where 𝑃𝐿𝐷𝑖 is the optical power of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ laser, 𝐿𝑖is the optical loss of channel i from 

laser to photodetector, 𝑚𝑖  is the modulation index of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  MZM, and 𝑉𝑟𝑓𝑖  is the 

driving voltage of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ input RF signal. The total optical power on the photodetector 

would be: 

 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (𝑃1 + 𝑃2 + 𝑃3)𝑔𝐸𝐷𝐹𝐴 . (5.2) 

As the wavelength of the three lasers are set far away from each other, the 

photodetector does respond to the intermodulation between different optical carriers. 

Suppose the modulator is quadrature biased, the optical power to generate RF current 

on the photodetector is: 

 {
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡_𝑅𝐹 = ∑ 𝛾𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑖𝑡)

3
𝑖=1

𝛾𝑖 = 𝑃𝐿𝐷𝑖𝐿𝑖𝐽1(𝑚𝑖) .              
 (5.3) 

The responsivity of the photodetector is usually given for the DC photocurrent; 

however, the responsivity should also be considered for the RF photocurrent. Using a 
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polynomial model where only the fundamental, second order, and third order response 

are considered, the RF photocurrent can be written as: 

 𝐼𝑃𝐷 = 𝑐1𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡_𝑅𝐹 + 𝑐2𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡_𝑅𝐹
2 + 𝑐3𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡_𝑅𝐹

3  , (5.4) 

Where the 𝑐1, 𝑐2, and 𝑐3 are the responsivity corresponding to different order of optical 

mixing. The fundamental response determines the power of useful signals which can be 

written as: 

 𝐼𝑃𝐷_𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐1(𝛾1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝛾2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔2 𝑡 + 𝛾3 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔3 𝑡) . (5.5) 

As the second order intermodulation is close to DC, it is not considered in most 

applications. The second order harmonics are far away from the fundamental signal and 

is considered in broadband applications. For the IMD3, it is worth expanding the third 

order intermodulation 𝑐3(𝛾1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔1 𝑡 + 𝛾2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔2 𝑡 + 𝛾3 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔3 𝑡)
3 , so that the 

photocurrent of the IMD3 generated by two-tone mix and three-tone mix can be 

calculated as: 

 {
𝐼𝑀𝐷3(2𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘):        

3𝑐3𝛾𝑖
2𝛾𝑘

4
  

𝐼𝑀𝐷3(𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑗 − 𝑓𝑘):     
3𝑐3𝛾𝑖𝛾𝑗𝛾𝑘

2
 .
 (5.6) 

If 𝛾𝑖 = 𝛾𝑗 = 𝛾𝑘, the IMD3 power generated by 2𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑘 will be 6 dB lower than 

IMD3 power generated by 𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑗 − 𝑓𝑘. The relationship between the fundamental and 

IMD3 frequencies are illustrated in Figure 5.4. 𝑓1, 𝑓2, and 𝑓3 are selected in such a way 

that the offset in between is not equal to avoid an overlap between the IMD3 frequencies 

generated by two-tone mix or three-tone mix.  
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Figure 5.4: A RF spectrum illustration according to Equation 5.6 where the 

fundamental and third-order intermodulation frequencies are plotted. 

As the transfer function of MZM is sinusoidal, various high order distortions can 

be monitored. Here we have only investigate the fundamental, second-order and third-

order harmonics. If the photodetector is perfect linear, all distortions can be attributed 

to the MZM, which are listed in the first column of Table 5.1. Since 𝑓1, 𝑓2, and 𝑓3 are 

the signals of interest, 2𝑓𝑖  and 3𝑓𝑖  are unwanted which can be filtered easily. If the 

photodetector is not perfectly linear, second and third order distortion occurs, which is 

shown in the second and third column of Table 5.1. There are three frequencies in the 

third column that are generated solely by the third order distortion of the photodetector, 

i.e., 𝑓1 + 𝑓2 − 𝑓3 , 𝑓1 + 𝑓3 − 𝑓2 , and 𝑓2 + 𝑓3 − 𝑓1 . Those frequencies are close to the 

fundamental frequencies and can serve as good indicators of IMD3 in photodetectors. 
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Table 5.1: The first, second, and third order harmonics and intermodulation in 

photodetector and Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

 

A simulation based on this three-tone setup is completed using MATLAB where 

the RF inputs are sinusoidal waveforms, the Mach-Zehnder modulator transfer function 

follows Equation 2.1, and the response of the photodetector follows Equation 5.4. The 

RF spectrum of the calculated photocurrent can be acquired using a digital spectrum 

analyzer, which is based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).  

As shown in Figure 5.5, the RF spectrum that includes the fundamental and 

IMD3 frequencies in a three-tone test is illustrated. This simulation is performed around 

1 GHz fundamental frequencies where the frequency offsets are 20 MHz and 30 MHz. 

With this asymmetric frequency offset, IMD3 attributed to two-tone mix and three-tone 

mix can be separated. From this simulation, it is confirmed that the three-tone IMD3 is 

6 dB stronger than the two-tone IMD3. Extracting both the fundamental and IMD3 

power from Figure 5.5 at different RF inputs (-30 – 10 dBm), this relationship can be 

plotted in Figure 5.6. As expected, fundamental and IMD3 response have slopes of 1 

and 3, which will intercept at the OIP3 of a photodetector. 
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Figure 5.5: The RF spectrum acquired using the three-tone test model. 

 

Figure 5.6: Simulated three-tone test result where the power of the fundamental and 

IMD3 frequencies are plotted. 
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5.3 System integration  

As illustrated in Figure 5.7, a three-tone photodetector nonlinearity 

measurement system is integrated consisting of a modulation module, an RF source 

module, and an EDFA module. The modulation module completes the modulation 

process, the RF source module provides the system with high purity RF signals, and the 

EDFA module helps to maintain a constant photocurrent. 

 

Figure 5.7: A three-tone test system is integrated on a rack which can measure OIP3 

of photodetectors up to 20 GHz. 

As shown in Figure 5.8, the modulation module consists of four lasers, three 

MZMs, and two variable optical attenuators. Three ID Photonics CoBrite DX1 lasers, 

with parameters listed in Table 5.2, are used to provide optical carriers to the three 

MZMs. The modulators are commercially available intensity modulators from Optilab 
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(IM-1550-40-PM-HER) and their parameters are listed in Table 5.3. The modulators are 

controlled by three individual bias controllers in order to maintain them at quadrature 

bias. The bias controller is based on pilot tone and a feedback loop, where internally 

integrated photodetectors in the MZMs are used. With the help of the MZMs, three RF 

signals are upconverted into three optical carriers and combined by two 50/50 optical 

couplers.  

 

Figure 5.8: The arrangement of optical modulation module. 

Table 5.2: Technical specification of the lasers 

Optical Parameters Laser (H01) Unit 

Wavelength Tunability 191.3-196.25 THz 

Optical Output Power 6-15.5 dBm 

RIN < -145 (up to 40 GHz) dB/Hz 

Frequency accuracy (24 hours) 1.5 GHz 
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Table 5.3: Technical specification of the electro-optic modulators. 

Optical Parameter IM-1550-40-PM-HER Unit 

Wavelength 1525-1610 nm 

3dB bandwidth >30 GHz 

Insertion loss <4.5 dB 

Extinction Ratio >30 dB 

Vpi (RF) <4.5 @ 1 kHz V 

Input Optical Power <100 mW 

Input RF Power <27 dBm 

As shown in Figure 5.9, the RF source module consists of three RF synthesizers 

(National Instrument QuickSyn). They provide the MZMs with RF input at different 

frequencies. As each synthesizer drains 20W nominal power, heat sinks and fans are 

used to ensure that they do not overheat. The RF source module is isolated from the 

modulation module because lasers, modulators, and optical fibers are very sensitive to 

ambient temperatures. As the RF output range of the RF synthesizer is -20 dBm to +13 

dBm, no additional RF amplifier is required because there is 33 dB dynamic range to 

drive the MZM. 

 

Figure 5.9: The RF source module with three QuickSyn RF synthesizers. 
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The EDFA module contains two optical amplifiers that can output 27-33 dBm 

optical power. As each EDFA consumes about 10W power, the heat sink and fans are 

also employed. To maintain a stable EDFA output power, the input optical power should 

always be higher than -10 dBm. Since ASE is the main concern of EDFA, the optical 

signal should be maximized in order to ensure the EDFA operates within its saturation 

region. Lastly, optical variable attenuators are used to control the optical power after 

EDFA, so photocurrent can be precisely controlled. 

In summary, a three-tone test can be accomplished by using those three modules 

simultaneously. RF signals are generated and upconverted into an optical signal, then 

amplified to drive the photodetector. The wavelengths of the three lasers are set apart 

from each other in order to avoid any intermodulation response on the photodetector, 

where the frequency offset should at least double the frequency of interest. In this 

dissertation, the lasers are set 50 GHz apart to ensure that 20 GHz photodetector can be 

measured.  

5.4 Experiment and analysis 

A wide range of three-tone tests are done with the help of this three-tone system 

to evaluate the OIP3 of MUTC photodetectors under different photocurrents, 

frequencies, and bias voltages. The OIP3 is calculated based on measuring the 

fundamental and third order intermodulation frequencies. As illustrated in Figure 5.10, 

the fundamental signal has a slope of 1, and the third-order distortion has a slope of 3. 

The intercept point of two lines are the output intercept point of third order (OIP3), 

which can be calculated by: 

 𝑂𝐼𝑃3 =
3𝑃𝑓−𝑃𝑡

2
 , (5.7) 
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where 𝑃𝑓  and 𝑃𝑡  are the fundamental and third-order RF power measured on the 

photodetector. 

 

Figure 5.10: The OIP3 of photodetector can be calculated using curve fitting. 

5.4.1 Accuracy validation 

To investigate the accuracy of this three-tone test, we use two systems to test the 

same photodetectors and compare their results. Two MUTC photodetectors (MUTC-4 

and MUTC-13) are tested at photocurrents range from 20 mA to 60 mA. As shown in 

Figure 5.11, an MUTC-4 photodetector is reverse biased at 5.5 V and the RF signals are 

at 10 GHz. This photodetector has a peak OIP3 of 36 dBm measured at 50 mA 

photocurrent while the OIP3 drops on both sides, i.e., 4 dB at 20 mA, and 2 dB at 60 

mA. This phenomenon has been also reported in [114]–[116], where one or two OIP3 

peaks are observed. In the second test, an MUTC-13 photodetector is test with various 

photocurrents, from 10 mA to 35 mA, at 10GHz with 4.5 V reverse bias voltage. As 

shown in Figure 5.12, the OIP3 is maximized at 32.5 dBm with 16 mA photocurrent. 
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Based on this result, the measured OIP3 of those MUTC photodetectors are above 30 

dBm and more importantly, the measured results agree with one another with less than 

1 dB difference. 

 

Figure 5.11 MUTC-4 photodetector and its OIP3 measured using two three-tone test 

systems at UDEL and UVA.  
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Figure 5.12 MUTC-13 photodetector and its OIP3 measured using two three-tone test 

systems at UDEL and UVA. 

5.4.2 OIP3 dependence on the photocurrent 

Photocurrent determines how much RF power can be generated on a 

photodetector. In most applications, a high photocurrent is required to generate more 

RF power. In this test, two MUTC photodetectors are tested using at 5 GHz and 10 GHz. 

The MUTC-4 photodetector has a flat OIP3 at different photocurrents, see Figure 5.13. 

Whereas the MUTC-13 photodetector has OIP3 peaks at 12 mA and 34 mA. OIP3 peaks 

in MUTC photodetectors can be designed to meet application requirements. As a result, 

this phenomenon is beneficial to design high-power photodetector targeted at certain 

photocurrent. The peak in OIP3 at different photocurrents may originate from 

temperature dependent photodetector responsivity.  
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Figure 5.13: Measured OIP3 of MUTC-4 photodetector at different photocurrents.  

 

Figure 5.14: Measured OIP3 of MUTC-13 photodetector at different photocurrents. 
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5.4.3 OIP3 dependence on the frequency 

The photodetector OIP3 is also a function of the frequency, so it is tested from 

5 to 15 GHz. As shown in Figure 5.15, the measure OIP3 gets smaller at higher 

frequency with a variation within 5 dB. There are a few factors that account for this 

decrease. First, the photodetector’s response rolls off with increased frequency, where 

the 3dB bandwidth of the MUTC-4 photodetector undertest is about 17 GHz. Second, 

the voltage-dependent capacitance in a photodetector adds more complexity to its 

frequency response. The frequency-dependent roll off, from the photodetector, is the 

main reason that decreases the OIP3. Unlike the smooth curve in Figure 5.13 and 5.14, 

where the photocurrent is controlled by an optical attenuator after an EDFA, the curves 

in Figure 5.15 are very noisy because the bias condition of an MZM is subjected to 

variation when the drive signal changes frequency.  

 

Figure 5.15: OIP3 of an MUTC-4 photodetector at different frequencies with 20 mA 

photocurrent.  
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5.4.4 OIP3 dependence on the bias voltage 

An MUTC-4 photodetector is tested using the aforementioned three-tone system 

at different bias voltages. As this photodetector requires reversed bias, a Keithley 2401 

source meter is used to drive the photodetector with voltage from 3 V to 8 V. As shown 

in Figure 5.16, OIP3 increases with the reverse bias voltage mainly because of the 

voltage-dependent responsivity [117]. The voltage dependent responsivity is caused by 

the Franz-Keldysh effect which describes the change of the absorption edge in 

semiconductor under high electric fields. In other words, the bias voltage changes the 

efficiency of optical-to-electrical conversion, so the OIP3 changes accordingly. In 

addition, OIP3 is linear proportional to the reverse-bias voltage at lower ranges and 

compresses at higher range. To take advantage from this phenomenon and avoid over-

biasing the photodetector, the bias voltage should be set to 6-7 V.  

 

Figure 5.16: OIP3 of an MUTC-4 photodetector at different reverse bias voltages. 
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5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, different schemes to implement the two-tone or three-tone 

methods are discussed and compared. According to the comparisons, a three-tone test 

with an external modulation scheme is the most accurate way to measure photodetector 

nonlinearities. The proposed three-tone test model is analyzed and simulated, where the 

relationship between IMD3 frequencies, generated by two-tone and three-tone mix, are 

compared. A three-tone photodetector nonlinearity measurement system is integrated 

which is capable of measuring OIP3 up to 20 GHz. The accuracy of this system is 

verified by testing the same photodetectors on two three-tone systems. Lastly, numerous 

experiments are done to investigate photodetector OIP3’s dependence on photocurrents, 

frequencies, and bias voltages. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Summary  

This dissertation is targeted at investigating the nonlinearities of analog photonic 

links and seeking for linearization approaches, so a linearized analog photonic link for 

telecommunication can be realized. We first investigated the linearization of Mach-

Zehnder modulator (MZM) digitally and optically, then a three-tone photodetector 

nonlinearity test system is interested and tested. 

In the MZM digital predistortion approach, an arcsine transfer function is used 

to predistort the input data, so the sinusoidal transfer function of an MZM can be 

compensated. A dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator (DE-MZM) is used to verify 

this linearization. In this configuration, one MZM is used for data modulation while the 

other MZM is used to provide a tunable optical carrier. Long-Term Evolution (LTE) 

signals with 5 MHz and 20 MHz bandwidths are tested in terms of adjacent channel 

leakage ratio (ACLR). Compared to an unlinearized link, 3-9 dB improvement of 

ACLR1 is monitored for 5 MHz and 20 MHz LTE signals using this digital 

predistortion. Then the digital predistortion is implemented in a photonic transceiver 

where tunable optical paired sources (TOPS) and single sideband (SSB) modulation are 

used. Again, the digital predistortion helps to improve the link’s ACLR by 6-8 dB for 

various frequencies from 1.7 GHz to 17 GHz. However, the transfer function of MZM 

can be more complicated than ideal sinusoidal, so we investigated two optical 

Chapter 6 
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linearization approaches that two MZMs in parallel, i.e., two-wavelength linearization 

and two-polarization linearization. 

In the two-wavelength linearization approach, two separate MZMs are arranged 

in parallel, where one MZM is feed by a high-power laser and a low-power RF signal 

while the other MZM is driven by a low-power laser and a high-power RF signal. The 

optical power ratio, RF power ratio, opposite quadrature bias, and 180-degree phase 

difference between two MZMs are calibrated to suppress the third-order 

intermodulation distortion (IMD3). LTE signals of various bandwidths are used to 

validate this linearization approach experimentally. It is demonstrated that with this 

approach the first adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR1) can be improved by 19.2 dB 

for a 10 MHz LTE signal, and 18.1 dB for a 20 MHz LTE signal at the cost of 

approximately 2 dB power penalty. 

In the two-polarization linearization approach, a similar configuration using two 

parallel MZMs is used. However, there are two differences. First, only one laser is 

required so the cost is reduced. Second, the optically incoherent combination is based 

on polarization orthogonality using a polarization beam combiner (PBC). This approach 

is experimentally verified by a two-tone test where the IMD3 is suppressed by 39.2 dB 

at the cost of 2.3 dB power penalty. Later, a set of two-tone tests at 1 GHz are performed 

at various photocurrents to characterize the link’s performance in terms of gain, noise 

figure, output intercept point (OIP), and SFDR. When the dual-polarization linearization 

technique is used, the SFDR can be increased by ~17 dB at the cost of 1.1~1.7 dB gain 

reduction and 1.0~1.7 dB noise figure increase. Also, LTE signals with bandwidths are 

delivered by this linearized link with ACLR1 improvement of 11.8~19.6 dB. 
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Lastly, different schemes to measure photodetector nonlinearity are summarized 

and compared. A three-tone setup using external modulation is analyzed, simulated, 

integrated and tested. Modified uni-traveling carrier (MUTC) photodetectors are tested 

to investigate their OIP3 dependence on photocurrents, bias voltages, and frequencies.  

6.2 Future Work 

1. The digital predistortion technique can be combined with optical linearization 

approach to further linearize analog photonic links. 

2. Photodetector nonlinear model can be studied based on the nonlinear 

performance measured using this three-tone test setup. 

3. Digital predistortion for photodetector nonlinearity can be investigated which 

can be verified using an optically linearized analog photonic link. 

4. QAM and LTE signals at higher data rates can be tested using the same MZM 

linearization techniques, where the link’s performance can be characterized in terms of 

eye diagram, EVM, and constellation. 

5. The linearized analog links can be tested using long optical fibers to 

investigate their performance in long-haul applications.  
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